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Le Vian® offers the woman of today innovative designs which reveal 

her own unique style. Each design is born from a pencil and paper 

sketch. The result is thousands of original looks that symbolize a 

woman’s individuality, making her life more beautiful.
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WHAT LIES BENEATH 
There was only so much 
a bathrobe could hide on 
April 12! Blake is said to be 
eagerly awaiting her new 
family member, having 
recently confessed, “I’d be 
an 80-year-old woman with 
a baby if I could.” 

HOT STORY

SHE CAN’T HIDE THE  
BUMP! BLAKE LIVELY AND RYAN REYNOLDS 
ARE PREPARING FOR A NEW ADDITION

!
B L A K E  &  RYA N

Baby
No. 2

B
lake Lively and Ryan 

Reynolds have yet to 

share even a single 

snapshot of their 

1-year-old daughter, 

James; but one thing 

they can’t conceal? A 

conspicuousconspicuous bump signaling the bump signaling the

arrivalarrival of baby number two! of baby number two!

While filming beachside reshoots 

ofof her new surfing thriller The her new surfing thriller The

ShallowsShallows in Malibu on April 12, a in Malibu on April 12, a

wetsuit-cladwetsuit-clad Blake, 28, did her Blake, 28, did her

damnedestdamnedest to hide her tummy, to hide her tummy,

keepingkeeping an oversized robe knotted an oversized robe knotted

aroundaround her midsection. Sources say her midsection. Sources say

BlakeBlake has made every effort to stay has made every effort to stay

outout of the public eye in recent of the public eye in recent

months,months, even skipping the MTV even skipping the MTV

MovieMovie Awards (where Ryan, 39, won Awards (where Ryan, 39, won

BestBest Comedic Performance for Comedic Performance for

Deadpool);Deadpool); needless to say, filming needless to say, filming

spandex-heavyspandex-heavy scenes for a movie scenes for a movie

thatthat technically wrapped last technically wrapped last

NovemberNovember wasn’t in her plans. wasn’t in her plans.

“There’s buzz that she’s just out of 

herher first trimester, and she’s definitely first trimester, and she’s definitely

startingstarting to show,” says an insider. to show,” says an insider.

“The“The reshoots have been challenging, reshoots have been challenging,

becausebecause she’d been trying to stay she’d been trying to stay

homehome as much as possible.”as much as possible.”

The silver lining, of course, is the 

imminent bundle of joy. Blake and 

Ryan have both spoken about 

their desire for lots of kids 

(“We both come from big 

families… We’ll walk through 

that fire pretty happily, I 

think,” Ryan said in 2013), and 

have been even more 

forthcoming about how much 

they enjoy being parents. Blake 

recently called motherhood 

“addictive,” while Ryan insisted, “I 

have no problem waking up five 

times in the middle of the night… I 

genuinely like being a father.”

A source says that Ryan was the 

one who pushed for another baby so 

soon, while Blake “wanted to get 

some projects under her belt before 

taking time off.” But the October 

shuttering of her lifestyle website, 

Preserve, “freed up a lot of time,” 

says the source, “and Blake didn’t 

have the heart to make Ryan wait 

any longer. They’re so excited to 

expand their family.”
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Blake wore a 
forgiving satin 

gown to the 
White House 

state dinner on 
March 10.





  N
early seven years after her 
dad passed away, Paris 

Jackson is still reeling from 
the loss and simultaneously 

trying to figure out who she is as a 
newly minted 18-year-old (her 
birthday was April 3). And while she’s 
seemed happy and healthy of late — 
staying sober with the help of 
Alcoholics Anonymous and steering 
clear of the cutting behavior she 
exhibited prior to her suicide 
attempt in 2013 — a recent trip to 
New York City proved to be an 
emotional roller coaster for the 
fragile teen. 

After seeing the Broadway 
production of Finding Neverland — 
which understandably hit close to 
home, after growing up at dad 
Michael Jackson’s famed Neverland 
ranch in Santa Barbara, Calif. — Paris 
broke down on the street, wiping 
tears and leaning on her friends for 
support as they left the theater. 
Later, she tenderly kissed a female 
pal on the lips, and she appeared 
forlorn and pensive while she puffed 
on a cigarette outside.

Says a source, “The play brought 
back so many memories for Paris. 
She really misses her dad and thinks 
about him all the time.” (Indeed, Paris 
herself tweeted that the show, 
“moved me to tears. And by tears, I 
mean Niagara Falls happened.”) 

Her volatility still worries Paris’ 
inner circle. While two of her new 
tattoos honor Michael and her 
grandmother Katherine, a third, on 
her inner lip, pays homage to the 
metal band Mötley Crüe. And her 
boyfriend, Michael Snoddy, a 
26-year-old drummer she met in AA, 
sports a conspicuous Confederate 
flag tat. “Paris is being a little reckless 
right now,” explains the insider, who 
adds that the teen’s family, including 
her mom Debbie Rowe, is waiting for 
the other shoe to drop. “She’s 
stronger these days but still 
highly sensitive. She’s 
exploring who she is 
and learning to 
deal with her pain 
without breaking 
down, but it’s 
hard.” 

INSIDERN
THE LATEST CELEB NEWS

  PARIS 

MISSING 
MICHAEL
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PAJAMA 
PARTY?

On her first visit 
to NYC, in April, Paris to NYC, in April, Paris 
got caught in the rain got caught in the rain 
in her junk food PJs. in her junk food PJs. 
No umbrella, but she No umbrella, but she 

clung to her trusty clung to her trusty 
cigarette. cigarette. 

Paris was 
emotional as 

she left Finding 
Neverland on 
April 9. “Every  
day is a battle,” 
says a source. 
“She misses  

her dad.” 



Charlize Theron and 
Angelina Jolie have a lot in Angelina Jolie have a lot in 

common — and that, sources common — and that, sources 
say, is the problem. Both say, is the problem. Both 

40-year-old Oscar winners 40-year-old Oscar winners 
have excelled in drama and have excelled in drama and 

action, adopted children and action, adopted children and 
won high-profile gigs with the won high-profile gigs with the 

United Nations. But rather United Nations. But rather 
than bonding over these than bonding over these 

experiences, an insider says, experiences, an insider says, 
they’ve been locked for years they’ve been locked for years 

in a battle for Hollywood in a battle for Hollywood 
supremacy. “Charlize wants to supremacy. “Charlize wants to 
be the most powerful leading be the most powerful leading 

lady,” says the source, “and lady,” says the source, “and 
Angie, who’s been focused on Angie, who’s been focused on 

directing, is threatened.” directing, is threatened.” 
There was a brief thaw while There was a brief thaw while 

Charlize was dating Sean Charlize was dating Sean 
Penn, a friend of Angie’s Penn, a friend of Angie’s 

husband, Brad Pitt — but husband, Brad Pitt — but 
since their split last year, since their split last year, 

“Angie thinks Charlize “Angie thinks Charlize 
ripped out Sean’s heart, ripped out Sean’s heart, 

and she’s disgusted and she’s disgusted 
with her,” says the with her,” says the 

insider. “Don’t expect insider. “Don’t expect 
to see them sharing to see them sharing 

the screen, ever.”the screen, ever.”

HOLLYWOOD 
TURF WAR!

CHARLIZE VS. ANGIE

“They 
complain about 
each other to 

the same groups 
of people,” says a 

source. “It’s so 
uncomfortable.”

POSH & 
BECKS’
REALITY 
CHECK

Y

Is the world ready to bend it 
like the Beckhams? Sources 
say Victoria and David are in 
talks for a family reality show, 
and they’re asking for 
$40 million for 12 episodes! 
“Posh thinks it’s the perfect 
way to get publicity for her 
struggling fashion line,” says 
an insider. “She’s also hoping 
the children will land modeling gigs and 
endorsement deals, and that the show 
will promote oldest son Brooklyn’s 
talents as a photographer.” But David’s 
not as gung-ho — he’s nervous, the source 
says, about what the series might expose 

concerning 
the couple’s oft-reported relationship 
troubles. “He’s seen what happens on the 
Kardashians’ shows,” says the insider, 
“and he’s not sure he wants to go through 
all that. It could destroy their family life.” 

d elatiionshiipp

Victoria 
and David and David 

with their equally with their equally 
camera-ready camera-ready 

children, Romeo, children, Romeo, 
Harper, Cruz and Harper, Cruz and 

Brooklyn.Brooklyn.

www.bodyography.com
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BACKSTREET BOYS    

INSIDER

T
hat swooning sound you heard 
on April 1 was fan reaction to Nick 
Carter’s news that the Backstreet 

Boys are working on a new album, with 
plans for a world tour and nine shows 
in Las Vegas — a trial run for a possible 
residency, à la Britney Spears. But insiders 
connected to Live Nation, the company 
that’s exploring a Backstreet residency, 
say that a couple of the Boys — namely 

Nick and A.J., says a source, 
“have really ruined the fun 
for the rest of the band.” 
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JEN MAKING 
UP WITH MOMUP WWITHH MMO
After years of estrangement from 
her mother, Nancy Dow, sources say 
Jennifer Aniston is working to repair 
their relationship — to the delight of 
her husband, Justin Theroux. “He 
was always shocked that Jen and her 
mom had nothing to do with each 
other,” says an insider. Jen famously 
stopped talking to her mother after 
Nancy wrote a 1999 tell-all memoir, 
From Mother and Daughter to Friends. 
Though they eventually got past 
that, it’s only recently, since Nancy, 
79, suffered a series of strokes, that 
real progress has been made. “Jen 
always paid Nancy’s rent, but 
she’s also paying her medical 
bills, and they talk every 
few days,” the insider says. 
“Jen’s even had her over 
the house a couple of 
times. She wants to spend 
quality time with her mom 
while she still can.” 
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“Jen 
weeps weeps 

when she thinks when she thinks 
about the terrible about the terrible 
relationship she’s relationship she’s 

had with her had with her 
mother,” says a mother,” says a 

source. source. 

MATT BOURNE- 
AGAIN MEANIE
It’s not easy being the face of an action 
franchise. Even legendary nice guy Matt 
Damon is suffering, sources say, from 
the stress of playing Jason Bourne 
again, after sitting out the series’ 
disappointing fourth installment. 
“He’s put himself under so much 
pressure to make this a blockbuster 
that he’s driving his wife, Luciana, 
and his business team crazy,” says 
an insider. Determined to get into tip-
top shape, he trained hard — “but it was 
the diet that killed him,” says the 
source. “He banned pasta from 
the house and was dictating 
what the rest of the family 
could eat as well.” If he doesn’t 
calm down after Jason Bourne 

hits theaters July 29, the insider 
says, “Luciana may wonder 
whether he’s having a midlife crisis!”
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“Matt’s 
grumpy all 

the time,” says a 
source. “People are 
starting to avoid him 

because of the 
way he talks to 

them.”

KELLY’S
DOWNWARD 

SPIRAL
Friends are worried 
about Kelly Osbourne, 
who’s been packing on 
the pounds again and 
is in “a complete rut,” 
an insider says. 
“She’s lonely and 
depressed, 
and her only 
comfort is 
food.” Kelly, 
who split from 
fiancé Matthew 
Rosshart in 2014, “thinks she’ll 
never get a boyfriend now, 
because she’s gained so much 
weight,” says the source. “Still, 
she’ll go out partying, have a 
bunch of drinks, then get home 
and binge eat. It’s a vicious cycle, 
but she just wants to wallow in 
self-pity these days.”  

                            BACKSTR
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    COMEBACK DRAMA

16 and Pregnant star 
Lindsey Harrison 
has transformed her 
A cups into double Ds 
by getting the biggest 
breast implants 
allowed in the U.S. — 
and now, sources say, 
she’s thinking about 
making a porn flick. 
After all, Teen Mom 
Farrah Abraham 
got close to 
$1 million for 
hers. But 
Lindsey’s 
husband of less 
than a year, T.J. 
Nicholson, “said 
he didn’t want 
her doing sex scenes with anyone 
else,” says an insider. “In fact, he said he’d divorce 
her!” Lindsey’s now trying to convince T.J. to be her 
costar — “she said they’d never have to worry about 
money again,” says the source — but so far, no go: “T.J. 
says there’s no way he’s getting naked onscreen.” 

Nick and A.J. McLean — may burst 
the band’s Vegas bubble with 
their reckless behavior. As OK! has 
reported, A.J. was recently caught 
in an affair with a young fan, while 
Nick was arrested in Key West, 
Florida, for drunk and disorderly 
behavior in January. “Producers are 
worried that booking a permanent 
spot for them in Vegas could be 

a huge mistake,” says the insider. 
Meanwhile, “A.J.’s wife has banned 
him from hanging out with fans on 
tour,” the source adds. “There will 
be no backstage meet-and-greets, 
and that could drive ticket sales into 
the ground. If Nick and A.J. want a 
spot on the Vegas strip, they’ll have 
to earn it — which means keeping 
their bad-boy shtick in check.” 

TEEN MOM LINDSEY’S 
TREASURE CHEST

k.
Mom

am

s

Lindsey 
(in a pre-op 

photo) now has 
a bigger bust 
and wants to 

cash in.

ACKSTREET BOYS   

EBACK DRAMA
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minutes. Do not allow solution to dry on fabrics. Blot with 

white towel. Rinse carpet with clean water and blot until dry. 

Brighter Colors & Whiter Whites
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Add OxiClean™ Versatile Stain Remover to every load 

of laundry to boost your detergent’s cleaning power!

 •  Helps to Prevent Colors from Fading 

 • Whites Get Whiter & Colors Stay Brighter

 • Better Stain Removal

Dirty Sports Uniforms
Pre-Soak Tough, Dried-In Stains!
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Remover powder with warm water and soak 

item for 1-6 hours for superior stain removal! 

Soak for 6 hours 

for best results.

OxiClean™ Gets the Tough Stains Out.
Visit us at YouTube.com/OxiClean
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Dirty Sports Uniforms
Pre-Soak Tough, Dried-In Stains!

Dissolve OxiClean™OxiClean™™OxiClean  Versatile Stain 

Remover powder with warm water and soak 

item for 1-6 hours for superior stain removal! 

Soak for 6 hours 

for best results.
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Jennifer 
Lopez

We’re singing the 
praises of J.Lo’s 
look at the finale 
of American Idol: 
Elie Madi dress, 

Christian Louboutin 
pumps and Le Vian 

diamond ring.

Malin 
Akerman
The Billions actress 

sparkled in a 
striped Tracy Reese 

dress and Brian 
Atwood pumps 

while celebrating 
her Ocean Drive 
magazine cover.

CA

Taylor 
Swift

For the iHeart 
Radio Music 
Awards, the 

singer rocked out 
wearing a black 
Saint Laurent 

by Hedi Slimane 
jumpsuit.



ARPET
S H I M M E R    I N  C O L O R F U L  S E Q U I N S

ETRP

Lupita 
Nyong’o
Lupita sashayed 

onto the red 
carpet at the  
Los Angeles 
premiere of 

Disney’s Jungle 
Book in a custom  
J.Crew ensemble.

Ashley 
Greene
Ashley sported  

a luminous  
blue Akris 

cocktail dress 
and Jimmy Choo 

pumps for the 
premiere of 

DirecTV’s Rogue.

H
ollywood moms are feeling 
the love this Mother’s Day 

with Miracle Links™ necklaces. 
The beautifully designed 
necklace uniquely symbolizes 
a mother’s unconditional love 
and the bond she shares with 
her child.

The larger circle represents 
mom and the smaller circles, 
her children. Each time your  
family grows, you add a new 
link to celebrate the miracle 
all over again. 

Miracle Links™ come in white, 
yellow and rose gold — with 
or without diamonds — and in 

sterling silver.

Miracle Links™ start at $99.99

Available at all Jared® stores and 

JARED.COM/MIRACLELINKS

the must-have
gift for

every mom

OK! MOthER’S DAy SpECIAL

Diamonds in 
10K White & 

Rose Gold

Diamonds in  
10K Rose  

Gold



BETTER?BETTE
Who wore it

OUR FASHION EDITORS MAKE THE CALL

B
Star style

showdown!
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Mila Kunis vs. 
Olivia Wilde

Mila looked sharp  
wearing this elegant 

Bardot coat with all black; 
we’re less wild about 

Olivia’s slouchy denim.

Mila
Did!

Katie 
Did!

Katie Lee vs. 
Jessica Biel

Katie nailed the 
athleisure trend  

by pairing her George 
Loves frock with a 
bomber jacket and 

sneakers, while Jessica 
overstyled the look.

Lucy
 Did!

Alessandra 
Ambrosio 
vs. Lucy 

Hale
It’s no lie: Lucy 

rocked this Lauren 
Moshi raglan shirt 

with a cool hat, 
shades and 

heeled booties.
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| T H E  W E E K ’ S  H O T T E S T  P I C S |PHOTOS
NEWS IN

 Hearing

 wedding

 bells? 

A FAMILY AFFAIR
BROOKLYN, N.Y., APRIL 12

Lindsay Lohan enjoyed a Duran Duran concert — and a rare moment of unity — with her bitterly 
divorced parents, Dina and Michael, and her boyfriend of seven months, Russian business heir Egor 

Tarabasov. Another reason for the revelry? Her rep denies it, but the star sparked engagement 
rumors when she stepped out with that dazzling emerald ring recently!

|
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PHOTOS
NEWS IN

CITY CHIC
NEW YORK CITY, APRIL 11

Jennifer Hudson looked camera-ready as 
she made her way to The Daily Show With 
Trevor Noah, where she discussed her role 

in the HBO movie Confirmation.

SQUAD GOALS
LOS ANGELES, APRIL 11

Anthony Mackie and  
Chris Evans got handsy on the 
love seat at Jimmy Kimmel Live 
as their Captain America: Civil 

War costars Paul Rudd and 
Sebastian Stan looked on.

WHAT’S COOKIN’?
NEW YORK CITY, APRIL 12

Gwyneth Paltrow stopped by Good Morning 
America to whip up a turkey meatloaf recipe 
from her new cookbook, It’s All Easy.

1

OTOS
WWSIN

 Looking  

 like a  

 dream girl!



Tried but not so true?

For most of us, removing hair means either shaving or

going to a salon. Sure, we may have tried home waxing 

but the mess, the heating, and the rubbing with wax strips 

have sent us back to, that’s right, shaving or the salon. 

Well, Nair is changing everything you know about at-home 

waxing with something new called Wax Ready-Strips. 

Truly!

Close to banishing razors.

More blades, swiveling heads, innovative shaving creams 

all promise a closer shave. We promise long-lasting, 

nick-free smoothness.

So long Sally.

There have never been wax strips like these before*. 

Nair Wax Ready-Strips are the only no warming, 

no rubbing wax strips. So they’re truly ready-to-use,

fast and easy and they remove short hair.

Enjoy smooth, nick-free skin 

for up to 8 weeks†

 wax strips. So they’re truly ready-to-use,

*among leading brands*among leading brands
††individual results may varyindividual results may varyindividual results may vary

Beauty Basics

FACE ¥ BIKINI ¥ LEGS ¥ BODY

 FreeYourMostBeautifulSelf.com

Free yourself from
the drag of the daily shave.

.

ADVERTISEMENT
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COVER
GIRLS

WEST HOLLYWOOD, APRIL 11 
Model Hailey Baldwin and Kylie Model Hailey Baldwin and Kylie 

Jenner celebrated Marie Claire’s third Jenner celebrated Marie Claire’s third 
annual Fresh Faces issue, for which annual Fresh Faces issue, for which 
they each nabbed their own cover.they each nabbed their own cover.

UNDER THE SUN
TURKS AND CAICOS, 

MARCH 25MARCH 25

Actor Gilles Marini and Actor Gilles Marini and 
his wife took a barefoot his wife took a barefoot 

stroll in the sand at stroll in the sand at 
Beaches Turks & Caicos Beaches Turks & Caicos 
Resort Villages & Spa.Resort Villages & Spa.
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GIMME A BREAK
NEW YORK CITY 

Bachelor alum Sean Lowe 
took a minute to stop and 
smell the roses during his 
latest Hydroxycut shoot.

 Double

 trouble! 

TOS
SINN



TRY THEM FOR YOURSELF!

Save $20 on any 3 Bras

USE CODE: 32DD

www.shopcoobie.com

1-888-789-1037 

GET SOCIAL WITH US!
Follow us for exclusive promos, off ers, and giveaways

facebook.com/thecoobiestore

@shopcoobie

@shopcoobie

Coobie Seamless Bras are ultra comfortable, supportive and perfect for everyday wear! 

Our versatile one-size fits 32A - 36D, available in 7+ styles and 70+ colors/patterns , with adjustable 

straps and removable pads! You need this amazing bra in your life!

DeciDeci ecieci .

Coobie
 Seamless Bras

¨

Your New Favorite Bra!Your New Favorite Bra!Your New Favorite Bra!

SOLD AT FINE BOUTIQUES EVERYWHERE
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TOP 
OF THE 

MORNING 
BRENTWOOD, 

CALIF., APRIL 10

Josh Duhamel took 
happy-go-lucky son 

Axl, 2, out for breakfast 
and a game of catch.

MOMMY AND ME
LOS ANGELES, APRIL 10

Kendra Wilkinson and daughter  
Alijah, who turns 2 in May, strolled  
hand in hand after watching the 
tot’s older brother, Hank Jr., 6, 

play in a baseball game.

 Blondes

 have more  

 fun! 

KIDDING 

AROUND
STARS SPEND SOME 

ONE-ON-ONE

TIME WITH THEIR 

MINI-MES

KEEP CALM 
AND CARRY ON
LOS ANGELES, APRIL 10

Gwen Stefani’s youngest Gwen Stefani’s youngest 
son, 2-year-old Apollo, son, 2-year-old Apollo, 

held on to his superstar held on to his superstar 
mom as they left church.mom as they left church.



MOUTHS

big littleWITH

isTM

Fluoride and fluoride-free toothpastes featuring kids’ favorite characters!

©2015 Church & Dwight Co., Inc. ORAJEL is a trademark of Church & Dwight Co., Inc. 
©2015 Spin Master PAW Productions Inc. All Rights Reserved. PAW Patrol and all related titles, logos and characters are trademarks of Spin Master Ltd. Nickelodeon is a trademark of Viacom International Inc. 

TM

EXPERT CARE FOR LITTLE TEETH AND GUMS

TEETHING    TRAINING    BRUSHING
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BEACH 
BABE  

RIO DE JANEIRO, 

BRAZIL, APRIL 11

Victoria’s Secret 
Angel Izabel Goulart 

put her incredible 
bikini body on display 
during a competitive 
game of paddleball in 

her native country.

ACTIVE
DUTY

NO MATTER THE

WEATHER, THESE

STARS KEEP IT 

MOVING

IN FULL GEAR
ASPEN, COLO.,  

APRIL 9APRIL 9

Before attending Before attending 
a wedding with a wedding with 

girlfriend Katy Perry, girlfriend Katy Perry, 
Orlando Bloom hit Orlando Bloom hit 
the snowy slopes.the snowy slopes.

DON’T SWEAT IT
LONDON, APRIL 11

Guy Ritchie pedaled off the stress 
of his custody battle with ex-wife 
Madonna over their son Rocco.

SHAPING UP
NEW YORK CITY, APRIL 11

Homeland’s Claire Danes 
pounded the Big Apple 

pavement. 

HOTOS
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TAKING IT EASY
LOS ANGELES, APRIL 6

Every day in L.A. feels Every day in L.A. feels 
like vacation... when like vacation... when 

you’re not on set! you’re not on set! 
Dancing With the Stars Dancing With the Stars 

pro Edyta Śliwińska pro Edyta Śliwińska 
kicked off her heels to kicked off her heels to 

chill out with a magazine chill out with a magazine 
and a refreshing  and a refreshing  

Palm Breeze sparkling Palm Breeze sparkling 
alcohol spritz.alcohol spritz. ATTACHED 

AT THE HIP
WESTWOOD, 

CALIF., APRIL 11

Chris Hemsworth 
and wife Elsa Pataky 

were a picture-
perfect couple on 
the red carpet at 
the L.A. premiere 

of the actor’s latest 
flick, The Huntsman: 

Winter’s War.

IN FULL 
SWING 
LAS VEGAS, APRIL 11

Jeremy Renner and Amy 
Adams discussed their 
upcoming sci-fi flick, Story of 
Your Life — and showed off 
some smooth moves — on 
stage at CinemaCon 2016.

 It takes two
 to tango! 

OS
N



Cassandra used the key ingredient in Purely Inspired®® (Coffea robusta) with diet and exercise, and  (Coffea robusta) with diet and exercise, and  (Coffea robusta) with diet and exercise, and 
was remunerated. People in a 60-day study lost an average of 10.95 lbs. with a low-calorie diet, and was remunerated. People in a 60-day study lost an average of 10.95 lbs. with a low-calorie diet, and 
an average of 3.7 lbs. in a separate 8-week study with a calorie-reduced diet and moderate exercise.an average of 3.7 lbs. in a separate 8-week study with a calorie-reduced diet and moderate exercise.

Everyone has their inspirationEveryone has their inspiration.
What’s yours?
Like many women, Cassandra always dreamedLike many women, Cassandra always dreamed 
about her wedding. With a spring date on the 
horizon, she wanted to look as good as she feels –horizon, she wanted to look as good as she feels – 
and Purely Inspired® helped her get there.
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Cassandra 

lost31lbs.
in 17 weeks

from San Diego

Pure Weight Loss.Pure Weight LossPure Weight LossPure Weight LossPure Weight LossPure Weight Loss

PurePurePurePurePure
Results.ResultsResultsResults..

EFFECTIVE WEIGHT LOSS • NON-STIMULANT • GLUTEN FREE

Facebook logo is owned by Facebook Inc. Read the entire label before use. © 2016

purelyinspired.com IN THE VITAMIN AISLE
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LOUD 
AND 

PROUD
MIAMI, APRIL 10

Iggy Azalea took part in the 8th 
Annual Miami Gay Pride Parade 

with radio personality Elvis Duran. 
The singer was still wearing her 

engagement ring, despite recent 
reports of troubles with her NBA 

star fiancé Nick Young.

FLOWER GIRL
BEVERLY HILLS, APRIL 4

Matthew McConaughey’s Matthew McConaughey’s 
wife, Camila Alves, made her wife, Camila Alves, made her 

way to a fund-raiser in a  way to a fund-raiser in a  
Ted Baker London frock.Ted Baker London frock.

 That’s

 the spirit!

LIVING IT UP
LOS ANGELES, APRIL 10

Maisie Williams snapped a 
selfie while Peter Dinklage 

(inset) posed with his 
character’s poster at the 

season 6 premiere for  
their smash HBO show, 

Game of Thrones.



A FAIR SHARE
LOS ANGELES, APRIL 7

Cooking Channel star 
Tiffani Thiessen and 
husband Brady Smith 
snacked on Planters 
Dry Roasted Peanuts 
at an outdoor party.

Peter’s

face-off!

*NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN A PRIZE. Contest begins at 
12:00:01PM Eastern Time (“ET”) on 5/2/16, and ends at 11:59:59PM ET on 12:00:01PM Eastern Time (“ET”) on 5/2/16, and ends at 11:59:59PM ET on 
6/20/16 (“Promotion Period”). Open only to legal residents of the fifty (50) 6/20/16 (“Promotion Period”). Open only to legal residents of the fifty (50) 
United States and the District of Columbia who are eighteen (18) years of age or United States and the District of Columbia who are eighteen (18) years of age or 
older (except in the case of legal residents of certain states where the legal age of older (except in the case of legal residents of certain states where the legal age of 
majority is greater than eighteen (18) years of age, such legal age of majority) at majority is greater than eighteen (18) years of age, such legal age of majority) at 
the time of entry.  See Official Rules at www.allstarmom.com for complete details. the time of entry.  See Official Rules at www.allstarmom.com for complete details. 
Major League Baseball trademarks and copyrights are used with permission of Major League Baseball trademarks and copyrights are used with permission of 
Major League Baseball, L.P. Visit MLB.com. Limit one (1) entry per person/valid Major League Baseball, L.P. Visit MLB.com. Limit one (1) entry per person/valid 
email address. Void where prohibited.email address. Void where prohibited.

Official Sponsors of
Major League Baseball

For more info, go to 

AllStarMom.com

Tell us what makes your mom or any 
mom an ALL-STAR MOM and 
you could win a family trip to the 
2016 MLB® ALL-STAR GAME®.*

WIN 

2016 MLB
®

ALL-STAR GAME
®

TICKETS
FOR AN ALL-STAR MOM
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SUGAR RUSH
NEW YORK CITY, APRIL 5

Broadway star Megan Broadway star Megan 
Hilty indulged her sweet Hilty indulged her sweet 

tooth with Werther’s tooth with Werther’s 
Original to mark National Original to mark National 

Caramel Day.Caramel Day.

DAPPER DUO
INGLEWOOD, CALIF., 

APRIL 7

Nikki Reed and 
husband Ian 

Somerhalder (who 
celebrated their 

first anniversary on 
April 26) attended the 
concert for WE Day, 
an annual event that 

honors youth who are 
making both a local 
and global impact.

 Vanessa’s
 tickled pink!  

BATHING 
BEAUTY 

MIAMI, APRIL 8

In a flirty Aerie bikini, 
Grease: Live star 

Vanessa Hudgens cozied 
up to her flamingo 

floatie on her vacation.



Pure Silk Shave Cream contains aloe to moisturize your skin, 

giving you the smoothest, most touchable legs without irritation. giving you the smoothest, most touchable legs without irritation. 

Shaving with Pure Silk is the easiest way to love your legs! Shaving with Pure Silk is the easiest way to love your legs! 

*NO PURCHASE NECESSARY.  LOVE YOUR LEGS GETAWAY SWEEPSTAKES OPEN TO LEGAL RESIDENTS OF THE 48 CONTIGUOUS UNITED STATES & D.C. 
13 YEARS AND OLDER.  VOID IN AK, HI AND WHERE PROHIBITED.  Sweepstakes starts 10:00 a.m. ET on 3/1/16 and ends 11:59 pm ET 12/31/16.  For Offcial 13 YEARS AND OLDER.  VOID IN AK, HI AND WHERE PROHIBITED.  Sweepstakes starts 10:00 a.m. ET on 3/1/16 and ends 11:59 pm ET 12/31/16.  For Offcial 
Rules, prize descriptions and odds disclosure, visit www.LegsLikePureSilk.com/sweeps. Sponsor: Perio, Inc. 6156 Wilcox Rd, Dublin, OH, 43016.Rules, prize descriptions and odds disclosure, visit www.LegsLikePureSilk.com/sweeps. Sponsor: Perio, Inc. 6156 Wilcox Rd, Dublin, OH, 43016.



  

  

  

FOR MORE “OK! OR NOT OK!”  
WITH KATHIE LEE AND HODA, 
TUNE IN TO THE TODAY SHOW,  
THURSDAYS AT 10 A.M. ET ON NBC30   MAY 2, 2016  OK! 

INTRODUCING KIDS EARLY 
IN A RELATIONSHIP

GWEN & BLAKE’S 
FAMILY MEALS

Less than two months after 
Blake Shelton and Gwen 

Stefani went public, Gwen’s 
2-year-old son, Apollo, joined 
them on a December lunch 

date. Blake has since spent time 
with her other two boys as well.

IOK! OR

NOT OK!
With the Today show’s

Kathie Lee &

Hoda

KATY & ORLANDO’S 
KIDDIE CARPOOL  

Just one month after they flirted 
up a storm at the Golden Globes, 
Katy Perry and Orlando Bloom 

took their new relationship to the 
next level when Katy accompanied 
Orlando and his son, Flynn, 5, to a 
birthday party. The pop star even 

sat beside the tot in the back!

ROB & BLAC 
CHYNA’S 

PLAYDATES
Rob Kardashian shared a 

Snapchat with now-fiancée 
Blac Chyna and her son, 
King Cairo, 3, just a few 

weeks into their whirlwind 
romance. The toddler also 
helped Rob celebrate his 

March birthday.

 HODA says: “No, 
it’s not OK. Wait until it’s not OK. Wait until 

your relationship is your relationship is 
solid before you bring solid before you bring 
kids in.”kids in.”

FOR MORE “OK! OR NOT OK!”  
WITH KATHIE LEE AND HODA, 
TUNE IN TO THE TODAY SHOW,  

THURSDAYS AT 10 AM ET ON NBC.30 MAY 2 2016 OKK!

KATHIE LEE says: “We don’t know the 
intimate details of people’s lives, therefore intimate details of people’s lives, therefore 
it’s hard to judge the choices they make. it’s hard to judge the choices they make. 
Hopefully, they’ll know when the right time Hopefully, they’ll know when the right time 
arises to introduce a new relationship.”arises to introduce a new relationship.”



BY KATE HUDSON

New VIP Member Exclusive:

FIRST OUTFIT

$25  

+ FREE SHIPPING*

HERE

COMES

SUMMER
Fashion-forward activewear 

and the all-new swim 

collection, as seen on Kate.

*First outfit $25 offer only valid when you enroll in the Fabletics VIP Membership Program. Free shipping on initial orders within the contiguous U.S.
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“Bryan’s  
wonderful to  

Sandra’s kids,” a 
source says, “and 

she loves the idea of 
having a complete 

family. They’re  
looking forward  
to the future.” 

A
s impossible as it is to imagine 

anyone not liking Sandra 

Bullock, the actress still 

took her first meeting with 

boyfriend Bryan Randall’s parents very 

seriously. “She wanted to make a good 

impression,” says a source close to the 

star. Luckily, the pair’s late-March trip 

with Sandy’s kids, Louis, 6, and Laila, 

3, to the 49-year-old photographer’s 

hometown of Portland, Oregon, went 

off without a hitch. “Everyone loved 

Sandy and the kids,” the source says, 

“especially Bryan’s brother, Kevin. 

They all got along beautifully.” 

Sandra, 51, had already made friends 

with Bryan’s college-aged daughter, 

Skylar, so this visit merely takes them 

one step closer to a potential walk down 

the aisle. “Bryan is very close with his 

family,” the source explains, “and as he’d 

already met Sandra’s sister and father, 

they both felt it was her turn. Now, he’ll 

feel much more comfortable going ahead 

with a proposal when the time is right.

Indeed, an eagle-eyed fan who spied 

them at the Nines hotel reports that the 

couple looked “very loved-up” during 

their stay: “They kept to themselves 

but even from a distance you could see 

the connection they have.” And while 

Sandy had “pretty much given up on 

marriage” after ex Jesse James cheated 

on her, the source says, “Bryan is slowly 

proving that she can trust him, and that 

he’s in it for the long haul.” 

Sandy

MEETS THE 
FAMILY!

EW



Courteney & Johnny

FROM BOOHOO TO “I DO!”

Real Housewives of Atlanta’s 
Cynthia Bailey, 48, is ready Cynthia Bailey, 48, is ready 
to shut the mansion door to shut the mansion door 
on her troubled marriage to on her troubled marriage to 
Peter Thomas, 56. The pair’s Peter Thomas, 56. The pair’s 
relationship was rocky from the relationship was rocky from the 
start of their 2010 nuptials, but start of their 2010 nuptials, but 
things hit a low point last June, things hit a low point last June, 

when Peter was caught when Peter was caught 
on video canoodling with on video canoodling with 
a younger woman. And a younger woman. And 
though Cynthia dismissed though Cynthia dismissed 
rumorsrumorsrumors of a split then, rumors of a split then, ofofrumors of a split then, rumors of a split then, aarumors of a split then, splitrumors of a split then, rumors of a split then, then,then,rumors of a split then, rumors of a split then, 
things have since turned things have since turned 
south. “We’re definitely south. “We’re definitely 
not together,” Cynthia not together,” Cynthia 
recently told Bravo’s recently told Bravo’s 
blog The Daily Dish. “We blog The Daily Dish. “We 
haven’t officially done haven’t officially done 
anything at this point, but anything at this point, but 
we are definitely talking we are definitely talking 
about taking steps about taking steps 
to move forward in a to move forward in a 
different direction.”different direction.”
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“They live in different cities and 
rarely spend any time with each 
other,” a source says of the pair.

Cynthia & Peter

HEADED FOR 
DIVORCE

OK, so they’re not a couple, but Amber K, so they’re not a couple, but AmberK, so they’re not a couple, but Amber
Rose and Amy Schumer still shared a big oseRose and Amy Schumer still shared a big and Amy Schumer still shared a big
smooch at the MTV Movie Awards! moochsmooch at the MTV Movie Awards! at the MTV Movie Awards!

WHENWHEN WE CATCH YOUR WE CATCH YOUR

FAVORITE CELEBS  AVORITE CELEBS

SNEAKING IN A LITTLE PDANEAKING IN A LITTLE PDA

KISS CAM

Girl
power!

“They  
made clear  

what they need 
from each 

other,” a pal says 
of the reunited 

pair.

Just a few months after calling off 
their engagement in December, 
Courteney Cox and Johnny McDaid 
rekindled their romance — and this 
time around, they’re full speed ahead! 
A pal reveals that the actress, 51, 
and musician, 39, have already 
started planning a September 
wedding, scoping out venues 
in Santa Barbara, Calif., for 
100 or so guests, followed 
by a honeymoon in Johnny’s 
native Ireland. “The truth is, 
they can’t live without each 
other,” a pal shares. “Now 
that they’re back together, 
they feel there’s  
no time to waste.”
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RR
obert Pattinson was devastated when Kristen obert Pattinson was devastated when Kristen 
Stewart’s cheating tore apart their romance — would Stewart’s cheating tore apart their romance — would 
he really turn those tables on his fiancée, FKA Twigs? he really turn those tables on his fiancée, FKA Twigs? 

Sadly, it seems so. The actor, 29, was Sadly, it seems so. The actor, 29, was 
spotted getting very cozy with a spotted getting very cozy with a 
burlesque dancer at Beverly Hills’ Sixty burlesque dancer at Beverly Hills’ Sixty 
rooftop bar on April 2. “She made the rooftop bar on April 2. “She made the 
first move, but Rob didn’t hesitate to first move, but Rob didn’t hesitate to 
reciprocate,” an eyewitness spills. “She reciprocate,” an eyewitness spills. “She 
kissed him on the cheek, and his arm kissed him on the cheek, and his arm 
was around her.” But insiders aren’t was around her.” But insiders aren’t 
too surprised, as lately, the normally too surprised, as lately, the normally 
shy Rob has been hitting the town shy Rob has been hitting the town 
every night. “It’s like he’s acting out,” every night. “It’s like he’s acting out,” 
the source shares, noting that Rob and the source shares, noting that Rob and 
Twigs, 28, haven’t been seen together Twigs, 28, haven’t been seen together 
recently. “It seems like it’s just a matter recently. “It seems like it’s just a matter 
of time before they split.”of time before they split.”

COUPLES NEWS

 Daniel & Rachel

RENEWING THEIR VOWS
This Bond is stronger than ever! Sources say Daniel Craig and Rachel 
Weisz intend to mark their fifth wedding anniversary in June with 
a vow-renewal ceremony. “It’s something they’ve always discussed, 
mostly because when they got married, they never had the chance to 
have a proper wedding,” a source explains. “Rachel regrets that.” 
Indeed, the couple kept their 2011 nuptials private because of 
how their risqué romance developed: Craig, 48, and Weisz, 46, 
were both engaged when they fell in love on the set of Dream 

House. “Now, enough time has passed and she’s over feeling 
any shame,” the source says. “She wants her loved ones around 
when she recommits to Daniel and their life together.” 

Pals to KStew:

SOKO’S 
USING YOU!

Like her famous ex, Kristen Stewart, Like her famous ex, Kristen Stewart, 
26, tends to shy away from the 26, tends to shy away from the 
photogs, which is why her recent photogs, which is why her recent 
touchy-feely public outings with touchy-feely public outings with 
her new girlfriend, French musician her new girlfriend, French musician 
SoKo, 30, have raised eyebrows SoKo, 30, have raised eyebrows 
among the actress’ pals. “That type among the actress’ pals. “That type 
of exhibitionism is so not Kristen,” a of exhibitionism is so not Kristen,” a 
friend of the actress says of the over-friend of the actress says of the over-
the-top PDA. In fact, KStew’s pals the-top PDA. In fact, KStew’s pals 
think the singer is just trying to garner think the singer is just trying to garner 
headlines so she can make her big headlines so she can make her big 
break in the U.S. “They don’t think it’s break in the U.S. “They don’t think it’s 
a coincidence that SoKo is pushing a coincidence that SoKo is pushing 
their relationship out in the open,” a their relationship out in the open,” a 
Kristen pal shares. “It all seems very Kristen pal shares. “It all seems very 
calculated, especially since SoKo was calculated, especially since SoKo was 
the one who pursued Kristen so hard.”the one who pursued Kristen so hard.”

T H E  E X- F I L E S

Lik h f

Rob was snapped 
getting close with a 
brunette at a rooftop 
bar on April 2 (left).
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CHEATING ON TWIGS?

“They’re still 
obsessively in love 
with each other,” a 
source says of the 
duo. “Marriage has 

only made them 
stronger.”

Among SoKo’s recent 
displays with Kristen: 

licking the actress’ thumb 
on March 27 (right).
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FROM
TEARS TO

TRIUMPH

COVER STORY

MORE THAN 
EIGHT YEARS 

AFTER SHE HIT 
ROCK BOTTOM, 

BRITNEY SPEARS IS 
HAPPY, HEALTHY...
AND HOT AGAIN!

L
ately, the 9.6 million 
followers of Britney followers of Britney 
Spears’ Instagram Spears’ Instagram 
account have been account have been 
treated to quite a few treated to quite a few 
pictures of the 34-year-pictures of the 34-year-
old pop star living what old pop star living what 

Oprah Winfrey might call her “best Oprah Winfrey might call her “best 
life.” In addition to the dozen or so life.” In addition to the dozen or so 
shots from her recent family vacation shots from her recent family vacation 
to Hawaii, she’s posted clips of herself to Hawaii, she’s posted clips of herself 
performing in her recently revamped performing in her recently revamped 
(and renewed) Las Vegas residency, (and renewed) Las Vegas residency, 
for which she earns a staggering for which she earns a staggering 
$475,000 a night, and paid tribute to $475,000 a night, and paid tribute to 
personal heroes and girl crushes personal heroes and girl crushes 
such as Goldie Hawn and Miley such as Goldie Hawn and Miley 
Cyrus. A celebrity’s social media feed Cyrus. A celebrity’s social media feed 
isn’t exactly a window to their soul, isn’t exactly a window to their soul, 
but Britney’s nevertheless makes it but Britney’s nevertheless makes it 
clear that she’s in a very good place. clear that she’s in a very good place. 

It’s all the more impressive when It’s all the more impressive when 
one considers how far she’s come. one considers how far she’s come. 
Just eight years ago, in early 2008, Just eight years ago, in early 2008, 

she was involuntarily committed to a she was involuntarily committed to a 
psychiatric hospital; she’d spent the psychiatric hospital; she’d spent the 
previous year dominating headlines previous year dominating headlines 
by shaving her head, checking into by shaving her head, checking into 
and out of rehab (reportedly for and out of rehab (reportedly for 
drug and alcohol abuse) and losing drug and alcohol abuse) and losing 
custody of her two sons to  custody of her two sons to  
ex-husband Kevin Federline. ex-husband Kevin Federline. 
“Britney knows that her life could “Britney knows that her life could 
have come to a very tragic end,” says have come to a very tragic end,” says 
a source close to the star. “She’s a source close to the star. “She’s 
worked hard to get where she is worked hard to get where she is 
now, and she’s grateful every day now, and she’s grateful every day 
that she was given a second chance.”  that she was given a second chance.”  

TAKING CARE OF HERSELF
Key to her comeback has been the 
support of her family, whose support of her family, whose 
decision it was to force her into decision it was to force her into 
treatment. “Britney has bipolar treatment. “Britney has bipolar 
disorder,” the source says, “and for a disorder,” the source says, “and for a 
few years now, she’s understood that few years now, she’s understood that 
taking medication for her illness is taking medication for her illness is 
not negotiable. In the past, it’s been not negotiable. In the past, it’s been 

THE DARKEST DAY
When Britney was at her shaved-head, 
umbrella-brandishing worst (outside umbrella-brandishing worst (outside 
Kevin Federline’s home in Tarzana, Kevin Federline’s home in Tarzana, 
Calif., on Feb. 21, 2007), no one could Calif., on Feb. 21, 2007), no one could 
have predicted she’d bounce back.have predicted she’d bounce back.
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RS TO
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LOOKING 
GOOD! GOOD! 

Britney has given up burgers Britney has given up burgers 
and Cheetos for sushi and fruit and Cheetos for sushi and fruit 

or nuts to snack on. As for fitness, or nuts to snack on. As for fitness, 
she recently said, “Daily exercise she recently said, “Daily exercise 
is important to me, both mentally is important to me, both mentally 

and physically.” Her current routine and physically.” Her current routine 
includes short bursts of “intense includes short bursts of “intense 

cardio — usually running — [followed cardio — usually running — [followed 
by] light free weights, body weight by] light free weights, body weight 

exercises such as push-ups, exercises such as push-ups, 
squats and sit-ups.” Can’t squats and sit-ups.” Can’t 

argue with the argue with the 
results!results!
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COVER STORY

THE 
KEYS TO  KEYS TO  

HER HEARTHER HEART
Britney worked hard to 

be able to regain primary 
custody of sons Jayden, 9, and 
Sean, 10, by 2015. “When she 

was in the depths of her bipolar 
disorder,” says a source, “they 
really feared she’d die.” Now, 

she’s every bit the adoring 
mom: “My kids are 

with me 24/7.”

obvious when she’sobvious when she’s skipped her skippedobvious when she’s skipped her her
meds, but she hasn’t done that for a 
very, very long time.”

Britney’s also managed to find a 
good balance between her work, 
which was once so all-consuming, 
and the other things she cares about. 
“I put God first, my family second, 
and my career comes third,” she 
recently explained. “I’m doing a really 
good job with that, [so] success 
comes my way.” 

Her Vegas residency — which will 
earn her a whopping $35 million 
through 2017 — is a case in point. It’s 
about as normal a gig as a pop star 
can get, because she doesn’t need to 
uproot her life to go on tour. “When 

she started, she was worried she 
wouldn’t be good enough,” the 
source says. “The reviews weren’t 
great, but the criticism actually drove 
her to become better.” 

And the fact that her father is still 
managing her finances, after having 
been named conservator back in 

MY ABS  
ARE FAB!

ut.

ly
h t t d h i d h

KEVIN FEDERLINE
Britney’s second 
ex-husband, a 
former dancer, 
pretty much quit 
working after he 
married Britney in 
2004 (and made out 
very well in their 
divorce settlement).

SHE CAN COUNT ON THEM
Although they divorced years ago, 
Britney’s father, Jamie, and mother, 
Lynne, have always pulled together 
for their kids, especially Brit. 

WHEN SOME ACCUSED BRIT 
OF PHOTOSHOPPING HER 

WAIST (NEAR RIGHT),  
SHE RESPONDED WITH A 

BARRAGE OF HOT-BOD PICS!

JASON TRAWICK
Jason, her former 
manager, helped 
keep Britney 
steady from 2009 
to 2013. But their 
relationship always 
seemed to be more 
about business 
than romance. 

CHARLIE 
EBERSOL
Britney took up 
with the Hollywood 
heir after her 
father revealed 
another ex’s 
infidelity. But they 
parted after just 
eight months.

med connservator back in

 MARCH 20 

 APRIL 1 

SINGLE AND 
NOT SORRY
WITH A SPOTTY TRACK 

RECORD IN LOVE, BRIT 

HAS REALIZED SHE CAN 

THRIVE ON HER OWN
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OK! 

THE ORIGINAL 
SCANDAL SQUAD 

Britney was 
also tight with 
Melissa Joan Hart, 
especially after 
they shot a video 
together in 1999!

Hard as it may be to believe now, 
Lindsay Lohan, Britney and Paris 
Hilton were once quite the trio! 

2008, means that she doesn’t need 
to worry too much about business. 
She can focus on the parts of her 
career she’s always enjoyed — 
performing and recording music — 
and ignore everything else. 

Lately, she’s been hard at work on a 
new album, and though it’s rumored 
to be released in May, she’s made it 
clear that she’s not going to rush. “I’m 
just particular with it,” she said 
recently. “It’s my baby, so I really want 
it done right.” She’s displaying a level 
of engagement that was not in 
evidence on her past few albums, so 
her fans are no doubt willing to wait. 
She promises, “It’s the best thing I’ve 
done in a long time.”  

A NEW VENTURE?
Of course, that doesn’t mean that 
she doesn’t have anything else on the 
horizon. The source says that Britney, 
who’s loved being a doting mom to 
her kids and a dedicated aunt to her 
two nieces, might be looking to add 
to her brood. “She’s considering 
adopting a little girl from Malawi, like 
Madonna did,” says the source. 
“They’ve discussed the process on 
several occasions, and she’s always 
wanted a daughter.” 

But that’s a ways off, the source 
says. In the meantime, Britney’s just 
happy to be alive and cherishing 
every day. “She’s worlds apart from 
the Britney of old, and she doesn’t 
take anything for granted,” the source 
explains. “She wakes up thankful 
every morning for the beautiful life 
she’s made for herself.” s

 APRIL 4 

F
or Britney, life in the 
spotlight wasn’t always easy. spotlight wasn’t always easy. 
Of course, the company she Of course, the company she 
was keeping didn’t help: was keeping didn’t help: 

In 2006, just as she was starting In 2006, just as she was starting 
her downward spiral, Britney her downward spiral, Britney 
spent a lot of time clubbing with spent a lot of time clubbing with 
fellow child star turned train fellow child star turned train 
wreck Lindsay Lohan and original wreck Lindsay Lohan and original 
celebutante Paris Hilton. And celebutante Paris Hilton. And 
while Britney bottomed out in while Britney bottomed out in 
2007, 10 years on, surprisingly, 2007, 10 years on, surprisingly, 
neither of her party pals has neither of her party pals has 
fared quite as well as she has.fared quite as well as she has.

Paris, 35, is making a Paris, 35, is making a 
living (not that she needs to) living (not that she needs to) 
as a “DJ,” but her greatest as a “DJ,” but her greatest 
achievement to date may achievement to date may 
be having introduced be having introduced 
the world to Kim the world to Kim 
Kardashian. Kardashian. 
Meanwhile, Lindsay, Meanwhile, Lindsay, 
29, has more or less 29, has more or less 
quit acting (and quit acting (and 
not by choice). not by choice). 

She most recently made news She most recently made news 
for her surprise engagement to for her surprise engagement to 
the 22-year-old son of a Russian the 22-year-old son of a Russian 
oligarch. Only Melissa Joan Hart, oligarch. Only Melissa Joan Hart, 
who befriended Brit in an earlier, who befriended Brit in an earlier, 
more innocent phase (the late more innocent phase (the late 
’90s), has come out clean. Now 40, ’90s), has come out clean. Now 40, 
she’s still a working actress and she’s still a working actress and 
producer, and a mother of three.producer, and a mother of three.
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CHEATING
HUSBAND!USBAAN

THE ROCK STAR’S SPOUSE, 
DAVID FURNISH , HAD A 
THREE-YEAR AFFAIR WITH 
ANOTHER MAN. HERE, HIS 
FORMER LOVER TELLS ALL 

O
n the surface, Sir Elton 

John and husband David 

Furnish are the poster 

couple for gay marriage. 

But — in a bombshell 

report you’ll only read 

here — OK! has learned 

that David cheated on 

Elton for years, having threesomes and 

S&M sessions with a man named Daniel 

Laurence. Perhaps most shocking, 

considering that the Elton John AIDS 

Foundation advocates for HIV/AIDS 

prevention education, Daniel claims in 

a sworn affidavit that David insisted on 

engaging in unprotected sex! 

 “They promote safe sex, but the 

hypocrisy is that unsafe sex was David’s 

thing,” Daniel says. (Friends of both 

David and Elton insist that the unprotect-

ed sex allegations are false.) The sordid 

story has come to light only since Elton 

filed suit to prevent a British newspaper 

from reporting on it. Unfortunately for 

the knighted singer, the injunction he 

won in the U.K. does not apply in the 

U.S. — so we’ve got all the details.

AN OPEN LIE
David, 53, who wed Elton, 69, in 2014 

(they became civil partners in 2005), first 

encountered businessman Daniel on 

Facebook in 2008. Their messages soon 

got steamy, and on March 7, 2009, they 

met in London for dinner, where David 

told Daniel that he and Elton had an 

open marriage. “He said they were both 

allowed to have sexual 

relationships with other 

men, as long as they 

remained emotionally 

faithful to each other,” 

says Daniel, 41.

After the meal, they 

went to Daniel’s hotel. 

“David was very keen to 

have sex,” Daniel says, 

despite neither of them 

having condoms. “We 

did have unprotected 

sex.” As the relation-

ship progressed, Daniel 

realized that David and Elton’s union 

wasn’t so open. David would sneak him 

into homes he shares with Elton when 

staff loyal to Elton weren’t present. 

REPORT

H
T
D

T
A
F

thheywwerebothh

rr

HEAR YE, HEAR YE
Britons are clamoring to 
learn who’s at the center of 
this pop star scandal, but 
the story can legally only be 
published in the U.S. — by us! 

THEY’RE STILL
STANDING

David and Elton have 
been together for 

23 years. But David’s 
former lover calls him 
“very lecherous” and 
“a dark individual.”

ELTON’S



TING 
AND!

News of Elton’s husband’s affair comes just as Elton himself is immersed  
in a sex scandal.  Jeffrey Wenninger (far left), a member of the Los  Angeles 
Police  Department and a part-time bodyguard, is suing Elton, alleging 
 battery,  sexual battery and sexual harassment. Wenninger, who worked for 
the “Rocket Man” crooner starting in 2002, claims his employer touched 
him in an “unwelcome” manner over the course of several years. His law-
suit cites three specific incidents in March and April 2014, during which Sir 
Elton not only allegedly touched him inappropriately but also told him to 
“Get your todger out” and “Say hello to Uncle Elton.”

BODYGUARD SUES SIR ELTON

Once, David sent a message stating, “I 

have got to be sooooo careful.” 

Yet David had the audacity to 

introduce his lover to his husband — at 

the couple’s Windsor mansion on Elton’s 

birthday in October 2009! “Elton just 

said, ‘Nice to meet you,’ ” Daniel says. 

“Later on that evening, David talked dirty 

to me as we discussed a future meeting.”

IN THE SWING OF THINGS
David and Daniel continued to message 

and meet up for three years, and had sex 

on at least two other occasions. Daniel 

also claims that he and his husband had 

three-way sex with David, and that soon 

after that, David gifted them a sex swing.

And though Daniel has described 

himself as financially independent, he 

took a job that David arranged for him 

at Rocket Pictures, Elton’s firm that 

produces family-oriented and musical 

films; Daniel rose to the position of 

creative director in August 2014 but 

resignedresigned three months later. By then, threeresigned three months later. By then, monthsresigned three months later. By then, laterresigned three months later. By then, Byresigned three months later. By then, thenresigned three months later. By then, 

he says, David had ended their sexual 

relationship — and had begun dating 

another Rocket employee!

A BROKEN MARRIAGE?
Elton and David, who became partners 

23 years ago, have two young sons, 

Zachary, 5, and Elijah, 3. In January 2016, 

Elton proudly told Ellen DeGeneres, 

“If you’d said to me 10 years ago I’d be 

married to the man I love and have 

two beautiful children, I would have 

said, ‘You put acid in my drink.’ But life 

throws you... great curveballs.” 

Elton has sought to project a perfect 

family image, so it’s not surprising he 

tried to keep this scandal under wraps. 

Yet he may not be completely innocent 

himself (see sidebar below). So far, 

there’s been no word of Elton and David 

splitting up, but Daniel, for one, views 

their marriage as a sham. “David uses his 

connection to Elton to get men into bed,” 

Daniel says. “I wouldn’t trust my dog 

withwith a man like him.” awith a man like him.” manwith a man like him.” likewith a man like him.” himwith a man like him.” ”

David would sneak  
Daniel into this massive 
Windsor mansion, which 
he shares with Elton.

THREE’S COMPANY  
In December 2011, Daniel says he and nnIn December 2011, Daniel says he and December 2011, Daniel says he and
husbandhusbandhusband Pieter Van Den Bergh (in Pieter Van Den Bergh (in
plaid shirt) met up with David for a plaid shirt) met up with David for a 
ménage à trois. David had requested ménage à trois. David had requested 
that they rent an S&M playroom, but that they rent an S&M playroom, but 
Daniel preferred what he called an Daniel preferred what he called an 
“olive-oil wrestle experience.” “olive-oil wrestle experience.” 

David and Daniel 
got cozy at the 

White Party, 
a gay dance 

festival in Palm 
Springs, on 

April 10, 2009.
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ALBUM

! TAKE
INDIA 

KATE & WILLS

ALBUM

GOOD  
SPORTS

On their first day, the 
royal couple met with royal couple met with 

children from Mumbai and children from Mumbai and 
played both cricket and played both cricket and 
soccer. Kate wowed the soccer. Kate wowed the 
crowd as she kicked and crowd as she kicked and 

ran in three-inch ran in three-inch 
wedges.wedges.

FULL OF LOVE AND LAUGHTER, PRINCE WILLIAM 

AND DUCHESS KATE REVELED IN THE SIGHTS  

AND TRADITIONS OF A STORIED LAND

SAFARI, SO GOOD 
Kate and Wills took a ride 

through Kaziranga National through Kaziranga National 
Park, which shelters rhinos, Park, which shelters rhinos, 

elephants and tigers.elephants and tigers.

AIMING HIGH 
Kate tried archery  

in Bhutan, launching a in Bhutan, launching a 
thousand comparisons thousand comparisons 

to The Hunger  to The Hunger  
Games’ Katniss. Games’ Katniss. 

O
n their first official overseas trip together 
since 2014, the Duke and Duchess of 
Cambridge — AKA Wills and Kate — took 

a weeklong tour of India and the Buddhist 
kingdom of Bhutan, engaging in local customs, 
tasting unusual foods and, of course, charming 
everyone in their path. India was the first place 
Kate wanted to visit after their wedding, 
William said, and “two children and five 
years later, we have finally made it.” 
With the kids back home (though they 
were sorely missed, Kate said), the 
couple represented the crown in high 
style and even higher spirits. OK! 



THE 
STYLE FILE

While Kate’s travel 
wardrobe included wardrobe included 

designer gowns worth designer gowns worth 
thousands of dollars, she thousands of dollars, she 
wore this $140 Topshop wore this $140 Topshop 
dress for an afternoon dress for an afternoon 

at Kaziranga at Kaziranga 
National Park.National Park.

Kate tended to 
orphaned rhinos 

and elephants at an 
animal sanctuary.

At the Kaziranga 
Discovery Centre, 

the couple painted an 
Elephant Parade statue.

SWORD PLAY 
At a garden party in 

New Delhi, they cut a New Delhi, they cut a 
cake celebrating Queen cake celebrating Queen 

Elizabeth’s upcoming Elizabeth’s upcoming 
90th birthday.90th birthday.
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UPDATE

KHLOÉ KAN’T  
KEEP UP

A stressed-out 
Khloé has been 
seeking solace 
in late nights 
on the town. 

On April 10, 
a deflated 

Khloé sought 
comfort in a 

night out at an 
L.A. club with 

ex French 
Montana.

 K
hloé Kardashian wants you to 
believe she’s at the top of her 
game, what with all those 
fierce, spandexed selfies. But 
sources say that Khloé, 31, is 
floundering in the face of her 

sisters’ successes, and 
despondent over hubby 
Lamar Odom, who’s still 
partying in spite of her 
efforts to rein him in. 

“Khloé is a mess right 

now,” claims an insider, who says the 
reality star was crushed when her boozy 
talk show, Kocktails With Khloé, was 
canceled after three months — yet 
another failed attempt at carving out her 
own niche. “She tried to save face by 
saying she pulled the plug herself to focus 
on other endeavors,” says the source, 
who notes that Khloé pretended to be 
equally unbothered when her hosting gig 
on The X Factor was axed, “but everyone 
knows she has nothing else going on.” 

Then things went from bad to worse 
when Lamar — who suffered a near-fatal 

overdose in October — was spotted at 
bars and clubs in recent weeks, 
prompting Khloé to resume divorce 
proceedings. She posted a 399-word 
screed to Instagram on April 10 about 
“letting go with love” and the dangers 
of “[putting] your happiness on hold for 
someone who isn’t holding on to you.” 
Then she hit the town with ex-boyfriend 
French Montana and turned to another 
close friend: copious vodka cocktails. 
“Khloé’s been drinking like a fish to 
cope with her problems,” says the 
source. “But at this point, she needs to 

quit worrying 
about Lamar’s 
lifestyle and 
concentrate on 
herself. She’s on a 
slippery slope.”OK!

 KHLOÉ KARDASHIAN IS  
 ATTEMPTING TO PARTY  
 AWAY HER TROUBLES —  

 AND WORRYING HER  
 FRIENDS IN THE PROCESS 
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HARSH 
REALITIESREALITIES
Khloé later Khloé later 
claimed her claimed her 

April 10 Instagram April 10 Instagram 
wasn’t about wasn’t about 

Lamar. Mm-hmm.Lamar. Mm-hmm. INSTAGRAM/@KHLOEKARDASHIAN

KHLOÉ
HITS ROCK 

BOTTOM
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LESLIE
LOST

ULTIMATE

TM

60++60 FREE60 FREE

PERIENCE
YOUR

ULTIMATE

Leslie used the key ingredient in Xenadrine®

Ultimate (Coffea robusta) with diet and 
exercise, and was remunerated.

NEW
FORMULA

BEFORE AFTER

ULTRA-ADVA CED

in 17 weeks

FAST
WEIGHT
LOSS

In a 60-day study, average weight loss with 200mg of the 
key ingredient (Coffea robusta) was 10.95 lbs. vs. 5.40 lbs. 
for placebo with a low-calorie diet, and 3.7 lbs. vs. 1.25 lbs. for 
placebo in a separate 8-week study with a calorie-reduced 
diet and moderate exercise.

LOSS
STUDY 1: 60 DAYS

1Xenadrine® Ultimate contains a powerful ingredient (caffeine anhydrous) 
that helps increase metabolism, energy and focus.
2 If you are not satisfi ed, return the item with receipt within 30 days to the 
place of purchase for a refund.
Read the entire label before use. © 2016

Facebook logo owned by Facebook Inc. 

•   Powerful weight loss

•   Increases metabolism, energy & focus1

•   100% money-back guarantee!2



 Guess Leo’s Girlfriends!

LOOKBOOK

C A N  YO U  I D E N T I F Y  T H E  W O M E N  L E O N A R D O  D I C A  P R I

GISELE 
BÜNDCHEN

A
STELLA 

MAXWELL

B
BRIDGET 

HALL

C
TONI  

GARRN

D
BLAKE 
LIVELY

F
ANNE 

VYALITSYNA

E 
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Girlfriends!Girlfriends!Girlfriends!Girlfriends!Girlfriends!irlfriends!irlfriends!

ANSWER KEY: DID NOT DATE B & K

I C A P R I O H A S N ’ T DAT E D I N T H I S B U N C H ? P R I O  H A S N ’ T  DAT E D  I N  T H I S  B U N C H ?

BAR  
REFAELI

G
KELLY 

ROHRBACH

H
AMBER 

VALLETTA

 I
EVA  

HERZIGOVÁ

 J
ERIN 

HEATHERTON

L
CANDICE 

SWANEPOEL

K
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CELEB COOKBOOK

THE EVERYGIRL’S GUIDE TO COOKING IS AVAILABLE NOW AT AMAZON.COM AND OTHER BOOK RETAILERS.

1. Warm 1 tbsp. of the oil in an 8-inch nonstick 
skillet over medium heat. Add the zucchini and skillet over medium heat. Add the zucchini and 
cook 4 minutes, or until the zucchini softens, cook 4 minutes, or until the zucchini softens, 
stirring. Add the garlic and cook for 30 stirring. Add the garlic and cook for 30 
seconds, continuing to stir. Remove from heat.seconds, continuing to stir. Remove from heat.
2. In a large bowl, beat the eggs, adding in salt 
and pepper to taste. Stir in the zucchini and pepper to taste. Stir in the zucchini 
mixture, cheese and dill.mixture, cheese and dill.
3. Wipe the skillet with a paper towel and 
place over medium-high heat. Warm the place over medium-high heat. Warm the 
remaining tablespoon of oil. Pour the egg remaining tablespoon of oil. Pour the egg 
mixture into the hot pan. Stir to distribute mixture into the hot pan. Stir to distribute 
evenly. During the first few minutes of evenly. During the first few minutes of 
cooking, tilt the pan slightly while lifting up cooking, tilt the pan slightly while lifting up 

the edges of the frittata with a spatula to let the edges of the frittata with a spatula to let 
the uncooked eggs run underneath.the uncooked eggs run underneath.
4. Reduce the heat to low; cover and cook for 
a few minutes, until the top of the frittata is a few minutes, until the top of the frittata is 
just set, shaking the pan gently a few times.just set, shaking the pan gently a few times.
5. Run a spatula around the edges of the pan to 
loosen the frittata. Place a large dinner plate loosen the frittata. Place a large dinner plate 
upside down over the skillet. With one hand upside down over the skillet. With one hand 
holding the plate in place and the other on the holding the plate in place and the other on the 
skillet handle, flip the skillet so the frittata lands skillet handle, flip the skillet so the frittata lands 
on the plate. Place the skillet back on the stove on the plate. Place the skillet back on the stove 
and slide the flipped frittata back in; cook a few and slide the flipped frittata back in; cook a few 
minutes, until the bottom of the frittata is minutes, until the bottom of the frittata is 
golden. Slide from the pan onto a platter.golden. Slide from the pan onto a platter.

Directions

 MARIA MENOUNOS’

ZUCCHINI & 
FETA CHEESE 

FRITTATA
SERVES: 2

TOTAL TIME:  

35 MINS.

SKILL LEVEL 

• 2 tbsp. olive oil, 
divideddivided

• 1 large zucchini, • 1 large zucchini, 
grated (about 2 cups)grated (about 2 cups)

• 2 cloves garlic, • 2 cloves garlic, 
mincedminced

• 4 large eggs• 4 large eggs
• Salt and black • Salt and black 
pepperpepper

• 1/4 cup crumbled feta • 1/4 cup crumbled feta 
cheese (or use goat cheese (or use goat 
cheese, if you prefer)cheese, if you prefer)

• 2 tbsp. chopped • 2 tbsp. chopped 
fresh dillfresh dill

W 
hile she 
might might 
not seem not seem 

like an “everygirl,” like an “everygirl,” 
stunning E! News stunning E! News 
anchor Maria anchor Maria 
Menounos says she Menounos says she 
struggles to make struggles to make 
quick, affordable quick, affordable 
and healthy meals, and healthy meals, 
just like the rest just like the rest 
of us. The recipes of us. The recipes 
featured in her featured in her 
new cookbook, new cookbook, 
The EveryGirl’s The EveryGirl’s 
Guide to Cooking, Guide to Cooking, 
are her solution are her solution 
to that problem. to that problem. 
Using fresh, simple Using fresh, simple 
ingredients that ingredients that 
reflect her Greek reflect her Greek 
heritage, the dishes, heritage, the dishes, 
such as this light such as this light 
frittata, are easy frittata, are easy 
to whip up and to whip up and 
downright delicious. downright delicious. 

Ingredients





THE BELLA
                TWINS

INTERVIEW

WWE STARS NIKKI AND BRIE BELLA 
OPEN UP ABOUT THEIR TRIUMPHS, THEIR 
INJURIES, THEIR MEN AND WHAT’S NEXT 
FOR THEM OUTSIDE THE RING

 T
hey’ve been body- 
slammed and drop-
kicked, but the Bella 
Twins, identical brunette 

beauties Nikki and Brie Bella, 32, 
are never down for the count; the 
WWE wrestling champs and 
reality stars are just turning the 
page after 10 years in the ring. 
Brie retired at WrestleMania 32 in 
early April to start a family with 
her retired pro-wrestler husband 
Bryan Danielson, AKA Daniel 
Bryan, while Nikki, who’s dating 
WWE star and actor John Cena, 
took time off to rehab after neck 
surgery for a herniated disk. Now 
the twins, who are WWE 
ambassadors and stars of the E! 
series Total Divas, are launching 
their own underwear brand and 
will have a spin-off show, Total 

Bellas, premiering in October. 
OK! spoke to them about their 
future inside and out of the ring.  

What was it like for you two 
when Brie announced her 
retirement?
Nikki: I’m not a crier, but when I 

got into that ring with Brie, 
wearing my neck brace, I cried so 
hard. My whole career has been 
with her. In the past four months, 
Brie’s husband, Bryan, was forced 
to retire after multiple 
concussions, I broke my neck, 
and John has gone through hip 
surgery. It’s been really tough, but 
we got through it together.  
Brie: It was an incredible feeling 
having my last match with all of 
the girls. I shed so much blood, 
sweat and tears with them in 
front of 103,000 fans. It was really 
a fairy-tale happy ending. 

How is your neck, Nikki?
Nikki: Really good — I should be 
able to get my neck brace off 
soon, and I’m on track to come 
back to wrestling part-time. I 
started squatting again, because I 
want to show other women that 
when something like this happens 
you can get even better. That’s 
why I’ve posted a gazillion selfies 
on my Instagram. Brie was like, 
“You’re the only one who can take 
sexy selfies with a neck brace!” 
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Any baby news yet, Brie?
Brie: It sure is fun trying! The 
idea that by this time next year I 
could be a mother is just insane! 

What can we expect from 
your new show, Total Bellas?
Nikki: You’ll see us starting up 
our new business with 
Daymond John, called 
Birdiebee. They’re panties with 
a purpose and our brand pays it 
forward, showcasing women 
around the world who are 
empowering other women. 
Brie: You’ll also see stories from 
Bryan’s and John’s points of view. 
The show is about this wacky 
family that has become like 
wrestling royalty. That includes a 
wedding between my mom, 
Kathy, and John Laurinaitis, 
who is a big part of the WWE as 
Johnny Ace.  

Nikki, what about wedding 
bells for you?
Nikki: John’s had a tough 
time with the idea of 
marriage, but he’s opening 
up to it. He recently said 
to me that he wants to 
get married, which is a 
big deal. I hope one day 
we’ll walk down that aisle. 
He’s put a diamond around 
my neck... I’m just waiting for 
it around my finger!   OK!

THEIR 
MACHO MACHO 
MENMEN

NIKKI & JOHN 
Nikki, who’s dated 
John, 38, since John, 38, since 
2012, has likened 2012, has likened 
him to King Kong. him to King Kong. 
“I have to be with “I have to be with 
him forever,” she’s him forever,” she’s 
said, “because said, “because 
where do you go where do you go 
from there?”from there?”

BRIE & BRYAN 
Brie has said that 
Bryan, 34, whom Bryan, 34, whom 
she wed in 2014, she wed in 2014, 
is the first guy she is the first guy she 
dated who enjoys dated who enjoys 
an active lifestyle an active lifestyle 
as much as she as much as she 
does.does.

g

K!

es.

DIFFERENT 
STROKES 

One look at their 
Instagrams shows that 

although both Bellas are in killer 
shape, they take slightly different 
approaches to getting there. Brie 
(above left and with wheatgrass 

shot, near left) revels in a farm-to-
table diet, while wine-loving Nikki 
prefers to eat healthy six days a 

week, and on the seventh, 
she’s said, “I go 

insane.”

RING LEADERS 
Both Brie and 

Nikki have been 
WWE Divas 

champions, with Nikki 
holding the longest 

individual title reign.
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Lancôme Juicy Shaker Pigment-
Infused Bi-Phased Lip Oil in Berry Infused Bi-Phased Lip Oil in Berry 
in Love, $21; lancome-usa.comin Love, $21; lancome-usa.com

tyle

VV
ivacious actress Lupita Nyong’o ivacious actress Lupita Nyong’o 

is all smiles, dancing away in this is all smiles, dancing away in this 
shot from her latest Lancôme shot from her latest Lancôme 
cosmetics campaign. What’s got her cosmetics campaign. What’s got her 
so excited? This month, the brand’s so excited? This month, the brand’s 
launching the next generation launching the next generation 

of its iconic Juicy Tube gloss: the Juicy of its iconic Juicy Tube gloss: the Juicy 
Shaker! The revolutionary lip Shaker! The revolutionary lip 
lacquer combines the soothing lacquer combines the soothing 

freshness of a balm with the freshness of a balm with the 
distinctive glamour of a gloss. distinctive glamour of a gloss. 
And, like the Juicy Tubes And, like the Juicy Tubes 

we all know and love, the line we all know and love, the line 
boasts an array of mouthwatering flavors boasts an array of mouthwatering flavors 
and gorgeous shades (20, to be exact), from and gorgeous shades (20, to be exact), from 

Berry in Love (a fruity medley, shown on Berry in Love (a fruity medley, shown on 

Lupita and below) to Piece of Cake (an Lupita and below) to Piece of Cake (an 
almond confection). Much like a cocktail almond confection). Much like a cocktail 
shaker, the product requires a few quick shaker, the product requires a few quick 
shakes to mix its punchy pigments and shakes to mix its punchy pigments and 
pout-conditioning oils before applying. pout-conditioning oils before applying. 
Want to get shaking? Head to the Want to get shaking? Head to the 

nearest Lancôme counter, nearest Lancôme counter, 
lancome-usa.com or check lancome-usa.com or check 

out #bantheboring on out #bantheboring on 
social media to celebrate social media to celebrate 
the launch!the launch!

!  SHAKE  
IT UP 
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ORDER NOW 1.800.556.7376   www.ross-simons.com/EMPIRE

Ross-Simons is pleased to present one of the most popular items 

in our extensive Byzantine Collection. The closely-woven sterling silver links in our extensive Byzantine Collection. The closely-woven sterling silver links 

create a rich, multi-dimensional look that is comfortably lightweight.  create a rich, multi-dimensional look that is comfortably lightweight.  

Happy customers tell us they love the bracelet’s classic style and  Happy customers tell us they love the bracelet’s classic style and  

day-to-evening wearability. Made in Italy. day-to-evening wearability. Made in Italy. 11⁄4" wide. 7" long. ⁄4" wide. 7" long. 

Item #686854 Item #686854 
$$49   FREE SHIPPING49   FREE SHIPPING

Also available in 24kt gold over sterling silver. Item #846560 Also available in 24kt gold over sterling silver. Item #846560 
$$4949

To receive this special offer, you must use Offer Code: EMPIRE89To receive this special offer, you must use Offer Code: EMPIRE89

Enlarged to show detail.Enlarged to show detail.

ITALIAN STERLING

BYZANTINE
BRACELET



What’s

HOTHHOT
Right Now!

STYLE WEEK

LOOK PRETTY IN PASTELS LIKE 

EMMA ROBERTS
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Quay Eclipse 
Sunglasses, 

$55, 
quayaustralia 

.com

Ted Baker 
Nuhad Bow 
Dress, $315, 

tedbaker.com 
for stores

STYLE WWEEK

Emma welcomed spring in a 
light purple ASOS Ruffle Detail 

Vintage Blouse (asos.com).

Rockport Total 
Motion Pointed 
Toe Pump, $120, 

rockport.com

Tune into QVC on 
Thursday, April 28, at Thursday, April 28, at 
7 PM ET for the fourth 7 PM ET for the fourth 
annual QVC and CEW annual QVC and CEW 
Present Beauty With Present Beauty With 
Benefits to score premium Benefits to score premium 
beauty buys for a beauty buys for a 
worthy cause. worthy cause. 
During the live During the live 
telecast, special telecast, special 
offerings from offerings from 
your favorite your favorite 
brands are up brands are up 
for grabs (we’re for grabs (we’re 
lusting after the lusting after the 
Givenchy eye palette, Givenchy eye palette, 
Perricone MD moisturizer Perricone MD moisturizer 
and IT Cosmetics cheek and IT Cosmetics cheek 
trio). Eighty percent of the trio). Eighty percent of the 
proceeds will benefit proceeds will benefit 
Cancer and Careers, a Cancer and Careers, a 

program that program that 
provides vital provides vital 
workplace tools workplace tools 

to those afflicted to those afflicted 
with cancer. Over with cancer. Over 

the past three years, the past three years, 
the evening has generated the evening has generated 
joy for beauty lovers joy for beauty lovers 
everywhere — and a everywhere — and a 
whopping $3.3 million in aid whopping $3.3 million in aid 
for those in need. for those in need. 

LOOK GREAT,
FEEL BETTER! Rent the Runway is helping  

you turn every sidewalk into  you turn every sidewalk into  
a catwalk! The online service, a catwalk! The online service, 
which allows users to borrow which allows users to borrow 
designer apparel and designer apparel and 
accessories for a fraction  accessories for a fraction  
of the items’ cost, has of the items’ cost, has 
introduced its newest introduced its newest 
feature: Unlimited. Keep any feature: Unlimited. Keep any 
three items as long as you three items as long as you 
want, then return via their want, then return via their 
prepaid envelopes for the prepaid envelopes for the 
next piece on your wish list. In next piece on your wish list. In 
addition to occasion wear, addition to occasion wear, 
upgrade your regular upgrade your regular 
wardrobe with their spring wardrobe with their spring 
frocks, light jackets and chic frocks, light jackets and chic 
workwear. In high-end lines workwear. In high-end lines 

such as Diane von Furstenberg, Marni such as Diane von Furstenberg, Marni 
and Proenza Schouler, you can now look and Proenza Schouler, you can now look 
like a million bucks for only $139 a month. like a million bucks for only $139 a month. 
renttherunway.com/unlimitedrenttherunway.com/unlimited

Unlimited, 
$139 per 

month, App 
store

Heidi Klum 
Intimates Zoe 

Underwire Bra, $55, 
Midi Brief, $26, 

heidiklumintimates 
.com 

Donatienne Donatienne Donatienne 
Spring Mist Spring Mist 

Clutch, $325, Clutch, $325, 
donatienne donatienne 

.com.com

BFFs and  BFFs and  
Beauty With Beauty With 

Benefits Benefits 
spokeswomen spokeswomen 

Sonia Kashuk and Sonia Kashuk and 
Cindy Crawford star Cindy Crawford star 

in the program’s in the program’s 
PSA.PSA.

Rent the Runway iis helping

APP-TASTIC!



Katie is approx. 19" long, poseable, and 
weighted to feel like a real baby in your arms!weighted to feel like a real baby in your arms!

This doll is not a toy, but a fi ne collectible. This doll is not a toy, but a fi ne collectible. 
Batteries not included.Batteries not included.

Feel her 

“breathe!”

Feel her 

“heartbeat!”

She 

coos!

Katie will amaze you with every precious “breath” and coo!

✲

✲

✲

An exclusive

touch-activatedtouch-activated
baby doll!baby doll!

PLEASE RESPOND PROMPTLY 

*Plus a total of $16.99 shipping and service charges. Please allow 2 to 4 weeks for shipment after 
initial payment is received. All orders are subject to acceptance. initial payment is received. All orders are subject to acceptance. 

(            )(            )

Name (please print clearly)      Telephone     Telephone

Address                                                                                        Apt. No.          

City                      State                 Zip                     State                 Zip

E-Mail Address

9200 North Maryland Ave., Niles, Illinois 60714-13979200 North Maryland Ave., Niles, Illinois 60714-1397

❒YES! Please reserve my Katie So Truly Real®® baby doll  baby doll 
that “breathes,” coos, and has a “heartbeat,” as described in that “breathes,” coos, and has a “heartbeat,” as described in 
this announcement.this announcement.

www.ashtondrake.com/katie

©2016 ADG, 9200 N. Maryland Ave., Niles, IL 60714-1397      03-01881-002-BIR3

So Truly Real®, she responds to you
Just one look from little Katie’s big blue eyes is all it takes to fi ll your heart 

with love. Go ahead and pick her up—she’s such a perfect fi t for your waiting with love. Go ahead and pick her up—she’s such a perfect fi t for your waiting 

arms, you’ll never want to let her go!arms, you’ll never want to let her go!

 Created by artist Linda Murray, Katie is a So Truly Real Created by artist Linda Murray, Katie is a So Truly Real®® doll with an  doll with an 

amazing interactive design that allows you to feel her “heartbeat”, see her amazing interactive design that allows you to feel her “heartbeat”, see her 

“breathe,” and hear her precious coos. Her RealTouch“breathe,” and hear her precious coos. Her RealTouch®® skin is incredibly soft,  skin is incredibly soft, 

and she’s weighted to feel just like a real baby. This adorable little girl arrives and she’s weighted to feel just like a real baby. This adorable little girl arrives 

wearing a pink ruffled floral sleeper adorned with rosebud buttons and a wearing a pink ruffled floral sleeper adorned with rosebud buttons and a 

fl owered bow in her hair...she’s irresistible!fl owered bow in her hair...she’s irresistible!

So incredibly lifelike—available for a limited time!

A one-of-a-kind by Ms. Murray can sell for thousands, but this special doll is  

yours for just $149.99*, or fi ve easy installments of $29.99. She comes complete yours for just $149.99*, or fi ve easy installments of $29.99. She comes complete 

with Certifi cate of Authenticity and is backed by our 365-day, unconditional with Certifi cate of Authenticity and is backed by our 365-day, unconditional 

guarantee. But she’s only available for a limited time, so don’t wait. Order now guarantee. But she’s only available for a limited time, so don’t wait. Order now 

before it’s too late!before it’s too late!
03-01881-002-D12101

Become a fan Become a fan 

on Facebookon Facebook

www.facebook.com/AshtonDrakewww.facebook.com/AshtonDrake
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KICK UP HER GYM GEAR 

WITH A PRINTED SET

Fabletics Maya Sports Bra, $30, 
Salar Legging Malibu Print, 

$50, fabletics.com

KEEP HER LOOK ON POINT 

WITH THESE OF-THE-

MOMENT MUST-HAVES

MONOGRAM HER 

DENIM JACKET 

Madewell  
The Jean Jacket in 
Pinter Wash with 
Monogram, $128, 
madewell.com

Mother’s Day

Style is in his genes!  
At the Alliance of Moms 

event at The Grove, 
Jordana Brewster was 

spotted with son Julian 
sporting the latest 

Babyiator sunglasses.

HAND HER 

THE KEY TO 

YOUR HEART 

AND HOME

Cuyana  
Leather Tassel 
Keychain with 

Monogram, $65, 
cuyana.com

SWAP OUT 

HER NEUTRAL 

BAG FOR ONE 

THAT POPS

Shaffer LA 
The Greta Bag 
Medium, $265, 
shafferla.com

ADD NEW LINKS TO 

HER NECKLACE IN 

HONOR OF EACH 

FAMILY MEMBER 

Miracle Links 10K White 
Gold and Rose Gold 

with Diamond Necklace, 
$600, Rose Gold Circle 

Charm, $250, jared.com/
miraclelinks

FOR THE 
TREND- 
SETTER
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UPGRADE HER LIFE WITH 

FUNCTIONAL, FASHIONABLE FINDS

JUICE UP HER GADGETS  
ON THE ROAD 

Ban.do Back Me Up! Mobile 
Charger, $30, bando.com

MAKE HER THE FAIREST  
OF THEM ALL WITH THIS  

SUNLIGHT-SIMULATING MIRROR
Simple Human Wide-View Sensor 

Mirror, $400, simplehuman.com

DECK HER 
DIGITS WITH 
A RING THAT 

GLOWS 
WITH PHONE 

NOTIFICATIONS
Ringly Daybreak in 
Pink Chalcedony, 
$195, ringly.com

FILL HER HOME WITH 
INDULGENT SCENTS

Votivo Black Box Fan 
Diffuser, $60, votivo.com

TREAT HER TO A GEM  
OF A CELL CASE
Wildflower Crystal Blue 
iPhone 6 Case, $35, 
wildflowercases.com

ay Gift Guide

EASE HER STRESS 
WITH THIS SPEAKER/
VIRTUAL ASSISTANT 
Amazon Tap, $130, and  
Tap Sling Cover in Green, 
$20, amazon.com

FROM THOUGHTFUL TOKENS  

TO GRAND GESTURES, WE’VE  

GOT THE GOODS TO MAKE  

MOM FEEL SPECIAL ON MAY 8

Instagram fanatic Molly 
Sims frequently shares 
adorable pics of her son, 
Brooks (pictured), and 
daughter, Scarlett. 

FOR THE 
TECH BUFF
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FOR THE  
EARTH 

MOTHER
GIFT HER WITH ECO-

FRIENDLY STAPLES SHE’LL 

BE PROUD TO SUPPORT

SOFTEN HER SKIN WITH  
THIS LUSH FLORAL SCRUB
Tree Hut Moroccan Rose Shea  

Sugar Scrub, $8, ulta.com

WRAP HER IN AN 
ORGANIC COTTON ROBE

Coyuchi Women’s Sateen Terry 
Robe, $128 each, coyuchi.com

BRING HER HAIR 
TO NEW HEIGHTS 

WITH THESE BODY-
BOOSTING FINDS 

OGX Gravity-Defying & 
Hydration + O2 Lifting 

Tonic; Hydrate & Repair + 
Argan of Morocco Extra 

Strength Hair Butter;  
$8 each, ulta.com

STASH ANIMAL-FRIENDLY 
GOODIES IN A VEGAN TOTE
Dagne Dover 15-inch Cork Tote, 

$295, dagnedover.com

SHIELD HER EYES IN CHIC, 
SUSTAINABLY MADE SHADES
AWear Sunglasses #3717 in Blue, $199, 
awearcharmant.com for stores

They’re 
naturals! Eco naturals! Eco 

enthusiast and enthusiast and 
Goop founder Goop founder 

Gwyneth Gwyneth 
Paltrow smiles Paltrow smiles 

with mom with mom 
Blythe Danner. Blythe Danner. 

STEP UP HER SHOE 
GAME WITH A PAIR 

MADE FROM RECYCLED 
WATER BOTTLES

Rothy’s The Point Flats,  
$145, rothys.com

CODDLE HER 
COMPLEXION WITH 
ORGANIC SKIN CARE
Goop by Juice Beauty 

Discovery Set, $125,  
shop.goop.com



Mother’s Day Gift Guide

FOR THE 
BEAUTY
QUEEN

HELP HER LOOK AND FEEL 

AMAZING WITH THESE 

PRETTY PICKS

F

SIMPLIFY HER 
ROUTINE WITH 

THIS ALL-IN-
ONE PALETTE

Charlotte Tilbury 
Instant Look in Instant Look in 
a Palette, $75, a Palette, $75, 

charlottetilbury charlottetilbury 
.com.com

PRETTIFY HER TIPS WITH  
PASTEL LACQUERS

Deborah Lippmann Sweets For My 
Sweet Set, $34, deborahlippmann.com

GROOM HER BROWS ON  
THE GO WITH THIS EASY KIT
L.A. Girl Inspiring Brow Palette,  

$8, lagirlusa.com

BRUSH UP HER TOOL KIT 
WITH PLUSH, BRIGHT-

HUED BRISTLES
Sonia Kashuk Brush 

Couture 4-Piece Set, $22, 
target.com

PAMPER HER POUT 
WITH THIS PEACHY-

KEEN LIP KIT
Sara Happ Sparkling 
Peach Gift Set, $40, 

nordstrom.com

Wonder what Ali Landry 
will get from daughter 
Estela Monteverde this 
year? We’re sure she’d 
love all of the treats on 

this page!

LAYER HER 
FAVORITE 
SCENT SO 
IT LASTS...  
AND LASTS
Viktor & Rolf 
Flowerbomb 
Mother’s Day 
Gift Set, $120, 
macys.com

SHOWER HER WITH  
ROSE-INFUSED SKIN CARE

Peter Thomas Roth Rose 3-Piece Kit, 
$49, peterthomasroth.com
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A 
s usual, Megan 
Fox’s body had 
eyeballs 
popping when 

she appeared at 
CinemaCon in Las Vegas 
on April 11 — but this time, it 
was thanks to a surprise baby 
belly! While the actress 
announced her split from her 
husband of five years, Brian 
Austin Green, last August, it 
seems they hit a bump (so 
to speak) on the road to 
divorce. Sources say 
Brian did father the 
child (their third), but 
the couple will not 
reconcile. Ex sex, 
however, clearly 
remains on the table!

st, it
(so

to

ut

!

OH,  

BABY!

Megan  
and Brian got and Brian got 
lunch in Santa lunch in Santa 

Monica, Calif., on Monica, Calif., on 
April 12. Seems April 12. Seems 

they have stuff to they have stuff to 
talk about!talk about!

Facebook logo is owned by Facebook Inc.
Read the entire label before use. © 2016

HYDROXYCUT.COM

1Subjects in a 60-day study using the key ingredient in Hydroxycut 
Hardcore ® (C. canephora robusta) lost an average of 10.95 lbs. 
with a low-calorie diet, and in a separate 8-week study, subjects 
lost 3.7 lbs. with a reduced-calorie diet and moderate exercise.  
2Contains caffeine anhydrous to boost metabolism and energy.

¨

weight
hardcore

loss

1Subjects in a 60-day study using the key ingredient in Hydroxycut 
Hardcore ® (C. canephora robusta) lost an average of 10.95 lbs. C. canephora robusta) lost an average of 10.95 lbs. ) lost an average of 10.95 lbs. C. canephora robusta

Intense Weight Loss1

Powerful Energy2

Maximum Intensity2



20
OF SUCCESS

YEARS AMERICA’S #1 SELLING WEIGHT LOSS SUPPLEMENT BRAND

To learn more about Kelly’s story, visit: hydroxycut.com/kellystory

Real PeopleReal PeopleReal PeopleReal People
Amazing Results

With Hydroxycut¨, I defi nitely feel sexier and a million times more confi dent. 
I can’t wait for bikini season Ñ no more hiding behind cover-ups and T-shirts!“

“

NEW ADVANCED FORMULAS!
NOW WITH 50% MORE DAYS OF SUPPLYu

Kelly used the 
key ingredient 
in Hydroxycut®

(C. canephora 
robusta) with diet 
and exercise, and 
was remunerated. 
People using the 
key ingredient in 
a 60-day study 
lost an average 
of 10.95 lbs. with 
a low-calorie diet, 
and an average of 
3.7 lbs. in a separate 
8-week study with 
a calorie-reduced 
diet and moderate 
exercise.

BEFORE DURINGDURING AFTERAFTER

Mix & Match, Your Way

¨

NOW WITH 50% MORE DAYS OF SUPPLY
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T

SCIENTIFICALLY
RESEARCHED

HYDROXYCUT.COM

Day 1 Week 8 Week 17

w Now you only need two servings per day versus three servings of the previous formNow you only need two servings per day versus three servings of the previous formula.
wwBased on AC Nielsen FDMx unit sales for Hydroxycut ¨ caplets. 
Read entire label before use. © 2016

lbs.32Lost
in 17 weeks

Kelly
from Texas
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LOCATION New York City

BEDROOMS Five

SQUARE FOOTAGE 2,800

LUXE LIFE The master bathroom 
features a steam room, heated 
marble floors and a two-person 
soaking tub. Oh, là là!

THE ACTRESS LISTED HER GRAMERCY PARK PAD FOR $6.25 MILLIONTED HER GRAMERCY PARK PAD FOR $6 25 MMILLION

DAZZLING DUPLEX

THE 

STAR’S

PROPERTY

BOASTS ACCESS

TO A TWO-ACRE 

PRIVATE PARK — A

RARE FIND IN

NYC!

Elegant French doors 
lead to a balcony.

Q g

JLAW’S TMI METERMI METER WE RANK THE OUTSPOKEN ACTRESS’ 
MOST OUTRAGEOUS OVERSHARES

O
n a hospital visit:

“You can only s**t

your pants so m
any

your pants so m
any

tim
es a day before

tim
es a day before

you have to go to the

you have to go to the

em
ergency room

.”

em
ergency room

.”

On a drunken

night: “
I broke a

candle because

candle because

I can’t p
uke lik

e a

I can’t p
uke lik

e a

norm
al perso

n — 

norm
al perso

n — 

I flail m
y a

rm
s 

I flail m
y a

rm
s 

everywhere.

everywhere.

And I d
idn’t

And I d
idn’t

clean it u
p.”

clean it u
p.”

As a guest on 
Chelsea Lately: “I pee 

when I get scared when I get scared 
[or] nervous. Like, [or] nervous. Like, [or] nervous. Like, 
backstage I just  backstage I just  

peed every three peed every three peed every three 
seconds. I think  seconds. I think  

your staff  your staff  
thinks I have  thinks I have  
diarrhea.”diarrhea.”

On her red Golden

Globes gown:

“Plan A was a dress

that I couldn’t wear

that I couldn’t wear

because awards

because awards

season is synced

season is synced
with my

with my
menstrual

menstrual
cycle.”
cycle.”

O
n b

ei
ng

sin
gle

 fo
r a

whi
le

: “
Se

x?

So
m

eo
ne

So
m

eo
ne

ex
plai

n t
o m

e

ex
plai

n t
o m

e

wha
t i

t i
s.”

wha
t i

t i
s.”

BLUNT GRODY

Catch up on some pulp 
fiction in the study.

Snooze the night away 
in a luxe guest room.

THE ACTRESS LISIS

DDUMA  
THURMAN’STHURMAN’S



INSTAGRAMS  
OF THE WEEK!
YOUR FAVE CELEBS GOT UP CLOSE AND 
PERSONAL WITH ALL KINDS OF CREATURES!

OLIVIA MUNN filmed for a flick titled Office 
Christmas Party with a “live reindeer.”Christmas Party with a “live reindeer.”

SCOTT EASTWOOD gave new meaning 
to the term “dog paddle” with pup Freddy.to the term “dog paddle” with pup Freddy.
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JACOB TREMBLAY introduced his puppy, 
Rey, alongside a Lego Star Wars At-At.Rey, alongside a Lego Star Wars At-At.
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ZOE SALDANA donned full Guardians of 
the Galaxy makeup next to her husband. the Galaxy makeup next to her husband. 

SETH ROGEN called Gonzo the “best 
celebrity I’ve ever met.”celebrity I’ve ever met.”
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CHRIS PRATT said son Jack, 3, “is bass-
fishing crazy. Just like his daddy!”fishing crazy. Just like his daddy!”

A JACK OF

ALL TRADES!

OH,

DEER! 

Real People
Amazing Results

HYDROXYCUT.COM

AfterBefore

Individuals used the key ingredient in Hydroxycut ® with diet 
and exercise and were remunerated.

“ Adding Hydroxycut“ Adding Hydroxycut®® helped me get  helped me get d helped me get me helped me get get helped me get 
the edge to reach my goal.”  the edge to reach my goal.”  

Average weight loss with C. canephora robusta was 10.95 lbs. 
in 60 days with a low-calorie diet, and 3.7 lbs. in 8 weeks with 
calorie-reduced diet and moderate exercise.

“Now I’m taking pictures and“ Now I’m taking pictures and posting posting“ Now I’m taking pictures and posting 
them for the whole world to see!”  

AfterBefore

Mary 
Lost 31lbs.

in 17 weeks

Ashley 
Lost 27lbs.

in 17 weeks

AfterBefore

“ Hydroxycut® chang changed my life and 
it can change yoursit can change yours too.”  too.it can change yours too.”  

Brian 
Lost 28lbs.

in 17 weeks



CELEBRITIES SAY THE 

DARNDEST THINGS

“IF YOU ARE IN A 
SCARY PRISON IN SCARY PRISON IN 
THE MIDDLE OF THE MIDDLE OF 

NOWHERE, CALL NOWHERE, CALL 
CAMERON. SHE’LL CAMERON. SHE’LL 

GET YOU OUT.”GET YOU OUT.”
— DREW 

BARRYMORE

ON BFF 

CAMERON CAMERON 

DIAZDIAZ

BUZZ
“HE HAS BROUGHT THE PASTA 

BACK INTO MY LIFE. I DON’T  BACK INTO MY LIFE. I DON’T  

KNOW WHETHER I SHOULD THANK KNOW WHETHER I SHOULD THANK 

HIM OR HATE HIM FOR THAT.”HIM OR HATE HIM FOR THAT.”

— JEN ANISTON 
ON HUSBAND JUSTIN  

THEROUX’S COOKINGTHEROUX’S COOKING

SOUND 
BITES

“MY PLAN IS  

JUST TO TELL HER… 

SHE’S BEING PROMOTED. 

SHE GETS TO HAVE A 

WORKER NOW THAT SHE 

CAN BOSS AROUND.”

 — EMILY BLUNT

ON PREPARING HER  

DAUGHTER  

FOR A SIBLING

 “I WANT TO THANK  “I WANT TO THANK 
MY WIFE, BLAKE. MY WIFE, BLAKE. 

EVERYTHING I EVERYTHING I 
DO IS TO MAKE DO IS TO MAKE 

HER LAUGH, HER LAUGH, 
ESPECIALLY THE ESPECIALLY THE 

SEX!”SEX!”
 — RYAN REYNOLDS  

ACCEPTING HIS MTV MOVIE AWARD 

FOR BEST COMEDIC PERFORMANCEFOR BEST COMEDIC PERFORMANCE

“I JUST “I JUST 

SAID WHAT SAID WHAT 

EVERYBODY EVERYBODY 

ELSE WAS ELSE WAS 

THINKING.”THINKING.”

 — KANYE WEST

ON HIS INFAMOUS 

VMA INTERRUPTIONVMA INTERRUPTION
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THE DATING GAME

Looking for love, the modern 
way: Actor Eric Stonestreet way: Actor Eric Stonestreet 
revealed he’s been using the revealed he’s been using the 
dating app Tinder! “[Just] dating app Tinder! “[Just] 
because I’m on TV... I shouldn’t because I’m on TV... I shouldn’t 
be eliminated from participating be eliminated from participating 
in what’s going on in the in what’s going on in the 
world,” the Modern Family world,” the Modern Family 
star explained. But he’s hardly star explained. But he’s hardly 
the first famous face on the the first famous face on the 
platform: Hilary Duff and Andy platform: Hilary Duff and Andy 
Cohen have admitted to Cohen have admitted to 
swiping through potential swiping through potential 
matches. Whatever works!matches. Whatever works!

The single 
mom and 
NFL star 
J.J. Watt 
shared a 
flirty night 
out (inset).

The actor 
was last 
linked to Real 

Housewives’ 
Bethenny 
Frankel.

Nick Jonas has a new reason to Nick Jonas has a new reason to 
get jealous: The singer’s former get jealous: The singer’s former 
flame, Kate Hudson, may have flame, Kate Hudson, may have 
found herself a new man! The found herself a new man! The 
blonde beauty dined with pro blonde beauty dined with pro 
football player J.J. Watt, 27, on football player J.J. Watt, 27, on 
April 11 — but unlike most April 11 — but unlike most 
celebrity outings, this was no celebrity outings, this was no 
tryst. In fact, the actress, 36, tryst. In fact, the actress, 36, 

publicized their get-together publicized their get-together 
through Snapchat, sharing short through Snapchat, sharing short 
video clips as the pair tried out video clips as the pair tried out 
various screen filters (inset). And various screen filters (inset). And 
at one point, the Houston Texans at one point, the Houston Texans 
star even referred to Kate as “the star even referred to Kate as “the 
hottest one on the date.” It hottest one on the date.” It 
sounds like these two might be sounds like these two might be 
done playing the field!done playing the field!

ubliicized theiir get-together

 KATE 
 HUDDLES  UP! 

SINGLE & READY 
TO MINGLE!

YOU’VE NEVER
LOOKED BETTER IN

27LBS.27
SABLE LOST

IN 17 WEEKS

Read the entire label before use. © 2016

HYDROXYCUT.COM

Subjects using the key ingredient in Hydroxycut ® Black 
(C. canephora robusta) in a 60-day study lost an average 
of 10.95 lbs. with a low-calorie diet, and 3.7 lbs. in a 
separate 8-week study with a calorie-reduced diet and 
moderate exercise.  

¨

NEW!

Sable used the key 
ingredient in Hydroxycut ®

Black (C. canephora 
robusta) with diet and 

exercise and was 
remunerated.

ULTRA ADTRA ADVANCEDCED

LIQUID-THERMO
TECHNOLOLOGOGY
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MOTHER’S DAY 
Jennifer Aniston, Julia Roberts, Kate Hudson | PG-13 | April 29

From the director of Valentine’s 
Day and New Year’s Eve comes 
another star-studded holiday-
centric rom-com that mashes 
up multiple heartwarming story 
lines. Jen Aniston stars as Sandy, 
a divorced mom who’s looking 

for a new man, while her married 
galpal Jesse (Kate Hudson) tries 
to reconnect with her estranged 
mother. Meanwhile, TV host 
Miranda (Julia Roberts) is stunned 
after she encounters a girl claiming 
to be her daughter.

KEANU 
Jordan Peele, Keegan-Michael Key, 
Will Forte | R | April 29

Keegan Michael-Key and Jordan 
Peele (best known as the comedic 
duo Key & Peele) take their skills to 
new heights on the silver screen. Key 
plays Clarence, the sprightly cousin 
of the decidedly more downbeat 
Rell (Peele). After he’s dumped, 
Rell comforts himself by taking 
in an adorable kitten — whom he 
names Keanu — who turns up at his 
door. But when the beloved feline 
is “catnapped” during a robbery, 
the vanilla pair must pose as thugs 
to infiltrate the 17th St. Blips gang, 
uncover Keanu’s whereabouts and 
bring their precious pet to safety. 

BEST

OF THE

WEEK

WHO DO YOU 
THINK YOU ARE?
Scream Queens 

star Lea Michele 

discovers where her 

paternal ancestors 

came from, and 

learns of the financial 

hardships they 

endured during 

their struggle to 

emigrate to the U.S.

Sun., May 1, at 

9 PM ET on TLC

HOUDINI  
& DOYLE
Harry 

Houdini 

(Michael 

Weston) and 

Arthur Conan 

Doyle (Stephen 

Mangan) team up 

to solve inexplicable 

crimes that have a 

supernatural twist.

Mon., May 2, at 

9 PM ET on Fox 

BELOW DECK 
MEDITERRANEAN
Captain Mark 

Howard (right) 

and his crew 

will mix and 

mingle with 

the guests on 

their megayacht 

as they voyage to 

Grecian islands in 

this new spin-off.

Tues., May 3, at 

9 PM ET on Bravo

PERSON OF 
INTEREST
In the fifth and final 

season premiere, 

Reese (Jim 

Caviezel) and 

Finch (Michael 

Emerson) 

go to desperate 

measures to protect 

their surveillance 

operations.

Tues., May 3, at 

10 PM ET on CBS 

MARK  

YOUR YOUR 

CALENDAR CALENDAR 

FOR THESE FOR THESE 

SHOWS  SHOWS  

YOU WON’T YOU WON’T 

WANT TO WANT TO 

MISS!MISS!

MOVIE PREVIEWS

The purr-fect pair also serve 
as executive producers of the 
buddy comedy.

Entertainment
BY STEPHANIE KAPLAN

Two of 
Hollywood’s 

hottest stars team 
up to play ordinary, 

run-of-the-mill 
mothers.

u



RAY J 
HOSTHOST OF DRIVEN TO LOVEOFHOST OF DRIVEN TO LOVEDRIVENHOST OF DRIVEN TO LOVETOHOST OF DRIVEN TO LOVELOVEHOST OF DRIVEN TO LOVE

A
fter starring in two dating 
shows — and making 
headlines with ex Kim 

Kardashian in their infamous 2007 
sex tape — rapper Ray J found 
The One and is happily engaged 
to Princess Love. Now that he’s 
settled down, he’s taking his 
romantic expertise on the 
road in WE tv’s Driven to 

Love, in which he chauffeurs 
lonely singletons in a “love 
taxi” and sets them up on 
five speed dates along the 
way. The star chatted with 
OK! about his single-
life bona fides.

What makes you 
the perfect host 
for this show?
I’ve been 
through ups 
and downs in 
relationships, 
and I’ve also 
been a player — 
so I can smell a 
player when I  
see one. 

Are you involved in selecting the 
contestants’ five mini-dates?
Yeah, my team and I go through a 
bunch of profiles and try to pick out 
five amazing people that fit their 
checklist. We want people to find 
a connection, so they can have a 
good time and possibly find love.

In the end, they have to 
choose only one person to 
go on a real date with. Do 
you give them any advice in 
picking the perfect match? 

I do, but in the end, it’s 
up to them. I don’t 

want to sway them 
a certain way, so 
I kind of keep it 
neutral. But I 
am the perfect 
wingman; I 
don’t play 
games!

America’s royal family is back for 
season 12 (did you even know 
they left?), and as usual, there’s no 
shortage of drama. Fans will get 
an inside look as Khloé aids Lamar 
Odom’s rehabilitation after his near-
fatal overdose, while Kim tends 

to newborn son Saint, and eldest 
sister Kourtney embraces the 
single life. Meanwhile, the Jenner 
girls’ stars continue to soar, as Kylie 
takes the cosmetics world by storm 
with her lip kits, and Kendall rules 
the catwalk. 

KEEPING UP WITH  
THE KARDASHIANS
Sun., May 1, at 9 PM ET on E!   

TV PREVIEW

OK! Q&A

Take 
a ride with 

Ray J on Driven 

to Love, airing 
Fridays at 10 PM 

ET on WE tv.

livelimitless

Ninel
Conde

Actress
& Singer

Track Calories 
with Copper Fit Step FX 

Track DISTANCE covered, 
STEPS taken, and CALORIES 
burned for under $20
with the new Copper Fit 
SStep FX. 
Monitoring
your activity 
and daily 
progress has 
never been 
so easy, 
or soor so
affordable.

Go Hands-Free…
with Go Belt! Securely carry 
all your essentials – keys, 
money, ID, credit cards, 
phone and more – in Go Belt! 
Sleek design with 2 zipper 
   storage a   storage areas. Can be worn 
      under or over clothing. 

Support
Muscles & Joints
with Copper Fit Knee Sleeves
        Trusted by millions, 
        these copper-infused 
        compression sleeves 
              are designed for active 
        lifestyles. Compression 
        sleeves help support     
        muscle and joint stiffness   
        and soreness, as well as 
        aid in recovery and 
        performance.

Bed Bath & Beyond, CVS, Rite Aid,
Walgreens, Target and Walmart
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UP ON THE ROOF

Y 
ou can’t book a room at NYC’s Hotel ou can’t book a room at NYC’s Hotel 
Chantelle (because it’s not an actual Chantelle (because it’s not an actual 
hotel). But you can enjoy inventive hotel). But you can enjoy inventive 

cocktails and late-night dancing at this Lower cocktails and late-night dancing at this Lower 
East Side hotspot — plus a French-American East Side hotspot — plus a French-American 
menu served in the popular, climate-controlled menu served in the popular, climate-controlled 
rooftop restaurant. Bon appétit!rooftop restaurant. Bon appétit!

| T H E  T R E N D S  A - L I S T E R S  A R E  L O V I N G  |

HOT THIS WEEK

BASICS TRAINING 
So many guys hate to shop —  
especially for underwear and 
socks. Help out the lazybones 
man in your life by ordering him 
some well-made, affordable 
classics from online retailer 
Basic Outfitters. Select 
packages of items or, for $60, 
get a whole drawerful. At 
basicoutfitters.com. REALITY BITES 

Andy Cohen, who wrestled with 
migraines growing up, has teamed migraines growing up, has teamed 

with Excedrin to launch the Migraine with Excedrin to launch the Migraine 
Experience, an augmented-reality Experience, an augmented-reality 

device that simulates symptoms like device that simulates symptoms like 
disorientation and blurred vision to disorientation and blurred vision to 
foster empathy for sufferers of the foster empathy for sufferers of the 
wicked headaches. Check out the wicked headaches. Check out the 

results at excedrin.com/results at excedrin.com/
migraine-experience.migraine-experience.

Andy’s Andy’s 
spreading spreading 

knowledge knowledge 
about about 

migraines.migraines.

AVIÓN MICHELADA
This tequila-fueled twist on the 
Michelada is a great way to toast Michelada is a great way to toast 
Cinco de Mayo — or any special day!Cinco de Mayo — or any special day!

• 1 oz. Avión Silver • 1 oz. Avión Silver 
tequilatequila
• 1 oz. fresh lime juice• 1 oz. fresh lime juice
• 1/4 oz. agave nectar• 1/4 oz. agave nectar
• 5–6 dashes Mexican• 5–6 dashes Mexican
hot sauce (such as hot sauce (such as 
Cholula)Cholula)
• 1 Mexican • 1 Mexican 
lager beerlager beer

Directions: 
1. In a mixing glass, 
combine all ingredientscombine all ingredients
except beer.except beer.

2. Shake and strain into a glass with a 
half-salt rim and ice.  half-salt rim and ice.  
3. Top with beer and stir. Serve with the 
remainder of the beer on the side. remainder of the beer on the side. 

Ingredients (For 1 drink)

FASHION STATEMENT  
Mexican superstar Thalía Sodi 
celebrated her summer 2016 clothing 
and accessories collection for Macy’s — 
and served up a little high-heeled 
cake — at an intimate dinner at NYC’s 
Vandal on April 6. Thalía also has a new 
album, Latina, due in May. Work it, girl!

Thalía creates “cute 
clothes for real 
women,” she’s said. 

The vibe is Parisian 
garden, the roof is garden, the roof is 
retractable and the retractable and the 

view is downtown NYC. view is downtown NYC. 

U

Selena Gomez and 
The Weeknd have 
made the scene at 
Hotel Chantelle.
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GooseWaddle™ Luxury Gift Set

Scrumptious, oh-so-soft, heirloom quality blanket,

blankie and plush gift set is the premier choice for

discerning gift givers. We proudly donate a blanket

to a child-in-need for each blanket purchased! 

GooseWaddle.com
Free Shipping - use code “OKA6”

Mother's Day Bouquets!
Stop sending paint by numbers Bouquets for Mother’s Day 

- try real craftsmanship and truly awesome, super unique 

designs with 15% off. Use code OKWEEKLY at checkout.

Flexi Lexi Fitness Offers A Wide
Range Of Yoga And Activewear
Our popular pieces are comfortable, cute and colourful

bralettes, Flexi Yoga Pants, Flexi Dancer Leggings, Heidi

Harem Pants and more! We also have matching outfits

for mommy and her mini.

Use code: hellospring for 15% off all orders. 

www.flexilexi-fitness.com

     @flexilexi_fitness
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Small Molecules Deliver Big Results

Molecular Renewal Serum has advanced retinol-like efficacy,

without the irritation & with the ability to help stimulate

collagen production.

Use online coupon: RENEW15 to save on this product at

www.lifelineskincare.com

Belvoir Fruit Farms
Elderflower & Rose Lemonade

This subtle taste of soft rose petals delicately blended with

elderflowers creates an all-natural, refreshing and sparkling

drink for all the moms to enjoy on their special day.

www.belvoirfruitfarms.com

Sans Soucis
Anti-Blemish Stick

The Anti-Blemish Stick is

“instant aid" for the very first

signs of skin impurities.

The mild astringent effect 

quickly clears up pimples and

other skin blemishes.

www.sanssoucisusa.comwww.sanssoucisusa.com

Alcone Make-Off Wipes

The lazy girl's (& boy's) solution to washing their face.

Professional Make-Up Remover for Eyes, Face & Lips.

Removes Make-Up With Just One Swipe.

alconeco.com

tutublue is a one piece beach suit made with UPF50 tested

fabric that blocks out 97% of the sun’s harmful UVA & UVB

rays. Ideal for surfing, SUP, swimming or pool lounging. Protect

your skin while doing any water sport or outdoor activity.

www.tutublue.com • 310.974.0922

MUST-HAVES

GIVE A NEVER-ENDING MASSAGE

Here’s a gift your partner can enjoy every day! The HoMedics

Shiatsu Pro Foot Massager features 12 massage nodes

for total relaxation.

20% promo code for all foot massagers and spas,

promo code MOMSDAY

Available at www.homedics.com
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Top 5
Fat Burners

America’seAmerica’sca’sAmerica’s

WhichWhich one is right for you?oneWhich one is right for you?isWhich one is right for you?right for you?
There are thousands of diet products out there, but which sandsThere are thousands of diet products out there, but which of diet products out there, but which

one is right for you? We’ve looked at them all. Here are you? We’ve looked at them all. Here are

our 5 favorites. Remember to visit the individual websites Remember to visit the individual websites

for the full skinny on each product.nyfor the full skinny on each product.onfor the full skinny on each product.each product.

the NEWSthe NEWS

RReady for the most amazing fat-burning pill to come dReady for the most amazing fat-burning pill to come fReady for the most amazing fat-burning pill to come hReady for the most amazing fat-burning pill to come iReady for the most amazing fat-burning pill to come fReady for the most amazing fat-burning pill to come bReady for the most amazing fat-burning pill to come ingReady for the most amazing fat-burning pill to come pill to come
along in more than a decade? It’s called TruBioTrimgalong in more than a decade? It’s called TruBioTrimealong in more than a decade? It’s called TruBioTrimalledalong in more than a decade? It’s called TruBioTrimTruBioTrim

thethe all-new energy-enhanced, probiotic fat-burning all-newthe all-new energy-enhanced, probiotic fat-burning energy-enhanced,the all-new energy-enhanced, probiotic fat-burning probioticthe all-new energy-enhanced, probiotic fat-burning fat-burn g
formula everyone is talking about.formula everyone is talking about.formula everyone is talking about.ingformula everyone is talking about.about.

TruBioTrim will help you lose u lose
weight so you look thinner, tighter, ner, tighter,

and younger, but TruBioTrim also mand younger, but TruBioTrim also also
helps reduce belly bloat, increase metabolic rate, burn fat, yhelps reduce belly bloat, increase metabolic rate, burn fat, etabolichelps reduce belly bloat, increase metabolic rate, burn fat, rate, burn fat,

provideprovide digestive support… and give you all the youth ful energy you need to get through the day. TruBioTrim… do not accept substitutes digestiveprovide digestive support… and give you all the youth ful energy you need to get through the day. TruBioTrim… do not accept substitutes support…provide digestive support… and give you all the youth ful energy you need to get through the day. TruBioTrim… do not accept substitutes andprovide digestive support… and give you all the youth ful energy you need to get through the day. TruBioTrim… do not accept substitutes giveprovide digestive support… and give you all the youth ful energy you need to get through the day. TruBioTrim… do not accept substitutes youprovide digestive support… and give you all the youth ful energy you need to get through the day. TruBioTrim… do not accept substitutes allprovide digestive support… and give you all the youth ful energy you need to get through the day. TruBioTrim… do not accept substitutes theprovide digestive support… and give you all the youth ful energy you need to get through the day. TruBioTrim… do not accept substitutes youthprovide digestive support… and give you all the youth ful energy you need to get through the day. TruBioTrim… do not accept substitutes fulprovide digestive support… and give you all the youth ful energy you need to get through the day. TruBioTrim… do not accept substitutes energyprovide digestive support… and give you all the youth ful energy you need to get through the day. TruBioTrim… do not accept substitutes youprovide digestive support… and give you all the youth ful energy you need to get through the day. TruBioTrim… do not accept substitutes needprovide digestive support… and give you all the youth ful energy you need to get through the day. TruBioTrim… do not accept substitutes toprovide digestive support… and give you all the youth ful energy you need to get through the day. TruBioTrim… do not accept substitutes get through the day. T
or look-alikes — reach for the bright green box. Available exclusively at GNC or directly from the manufacturer at TruBioTrim.com or by 
calling 1-800-858-8221. A full 30-day supply is only $59 (use promo code TRU58 and shipping is free†).

Reshape your entire body in 30 days?22

PProbiotic • Weight LossbiProbiotic • Weight LossiProbiotic • Weight LossWeightProbiotic • Weight LossLo

Energy Enhanced hancedEnergy Enhanced 

TruBioTrimTruBioTrimoTrimTruBioTrim11
Probiotic Fat Burning FormulagProbiotic Fat Burning FormulaFormul

Reshape your entire body in 30 days?

about this product very soon!!

along in more than a decade? It’s called TruBioTrim™... 
the all-new energy-enhanced, probiotic fat-burning 

provide digestive support… and give you all the youth ful energy you need to get through the day. TruBioTrim… do not accept substitutes 

Probiotic • Weight Loss

Trim

Probiotic Fat Burning Formula

NEW!

If you haven’t heard about Vysera®®-CLS yet… you defi nitely will… and very, very -CLS yet… you defi nitely will… and very, very -CLS yet… you defi nitely will… and very, very -CLS yet… you defi nitely will… and very, very 
soon. Why? Because as incredible as it sounds, groundbreaking research has soon. Why? Because as incredible as it sounds, groundbreaking research has 
just identifi ed a compound that can not only help you lose weight, but can actually just identifi ed a compound that can not only help you lose weight, but can actually 

reshape your entire body, reducing waist size, hip size, thigh and buttock circumference, belly reshape your entire body, reducing waist size, hip size, thigh and buttock circumference, belly 
bulge, and… last but not least… cause a signifi cant loss of actual fat mass from all over your body. bulge, and… last but not least… cause a signifi cant loss of actual fat mass from all over your body. 
But that’s not all. In addition, we’ve added a proprietary mood-elevating, feel-good energy component But that’s not all. In addition, we’ve added a proprietary mood-elevating, feel-good energy component But that’s not all. In addition, we’ve added a proprietary mood-elevating, feel-good energy component 
to help eliminate diet fatigue and get you through the day with a smile on your face (another added benefi t).to help eliminate diet fatigue and get you through the day with a smile on your face (another added benefi t).
So, has the “miracle pill” fi nally arrived? As one article said, taking Vysera is sort of like “eating a whole donut So, has the “miracle pill” fi nally arrived? As one article said, taking Vysera is sort of like “eating a whole donut 
and only absorbing a fraction of the calories.” How’s that for amazing? (Of course, we don’t advocate eating a donut as a meal, and only absorbing a fraction of the calories.” How’s that for amazing? (Of course, we don’t advocate eating a donut as a meal, 
and this example is used for illustrative purposes only.) Vysera-CLS is available at Kohl’s, GNC, and at VyseraCLS.com or call and this example is used for illustrative purposes only.) Vysera-CLS is available at Kohl’s, GNC, and at VyseraCLS.com or call 
1-800-230-6905. Use promo code VYSERA205 and shipping is free!††

helps reduce belly bloat, increase metabolic rate, burn fat, helps reduce belly bloat, increase metabolic rate, burn fat, 



They’re fl ying off the shelf... 
but they’re not for everyone.
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“Combo-Pilling”
America’s Hottest

  Weight-Loss Craze33
“Combo-Pilling”

3America’s Hottest
  Weight-Loss Craze3
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What Is Combo-Pilling?
The highly controversial 
The highly controversial practice of  Combo-Pilling is 
practice of  Combo-Pilling is truly an underground phenom-
truly an underground phenom-enon. Odds are, if  you know 
enon. Odds are, if  you know someone who’s losing lots 
someone who’s losing lots of  weight, and losing it fast, 
of  weight, and losing it fast, you probably know someone 
you probably know someone who’s Combo-Pilling... Why? 
who’s Combo-Pilling... Why? Because it allows people 
Because it allows people to attack multiple facets of  
to attack multiple facets of  weight loss — like dropping 
weight loss — like dropping fat, overcoming stress eating, 
fat, overcoming stress eating, and having enough energy to 
and having enough energy to work out — at the same 
work out — at the same time.time.

What Is Combo-Pilling?
Q:

The highly controversial practice of  Combo-Pilling is 

What Is Combo-Pilling?
Q

A:

They say it’s the best-tasting, easiest, and most delicious way to it’s the best-tasting, easiest, and most delicious way to

lose weight, burn fat, increase energy, heighten focus, boost olose weight, burn fat, increase energy, heighten focus, boost ght,lose weight, burn fat, increase energy, heighten focus, boost burn fat, increase energy, heighten focus, boost

mmood, and much, much more. No wonder you see so many ndmood, and much, much more. No wonder you see so many much, much more. No wonder you see so many

ccelebs using it! Zantrex SkinnyStix are available in three singcelebs using it! Zantrex SkinnyStix are available in three it! Zantrex SkinnyStix are available in three

super-refreshing fl avors: Berry Fusion, refreshingsuper-refreshing fl avors: Berry Fusion, flavors: Berry Fus

TTangy Tangerine, and Electric Lime... Tangerine,Tangy Tangerine, and Electric Lime... and Electric Lime

AAvailable at Walmart, Walgreens, ble at Walmart, Walgreens,

CVS, and Rite Aid. (Call if you andCVS, and Rite Aid. (Call if you Rite Aid. (Call if you

can’t fi nd your favorite fl avor: find your favorite flavor:

1-800-688-5563.) Or pick 800-688-5563.)1-800-688-5563.) Or pick Or pick

’em up at Zantrex3.com for m’em up at Zantrex3.com for up at Zantrex3.com for

about $29! Use promo code utabout $29! Use promo code $29! Use promo code

SKINNY51 and get free shipping.51SKINNY51 and get free shipping.and get free shipping.†

super-refreshing fl avors: Berry Fusion, 

Tangy Tangerine, and Electric Lime... 

Available at Walmart, Walgreens, 

Try
combining TangyTangerine SkinnyStix with a scoop or two of Vanilla protein powder. Tastes 

just like a Creamsicle®and cuts yourappetite, too!

BiphedAdrene® is quickly making a name for itself in the “Super-Pill” ca is quickly making a name for itself in the “Super-Pill” category  is quickly making a name for itself in the “Super-Pill” category 
because of its supercharged dual approach to weight loss: it’s composedbecause of its supercharged dual approach to weight loss: it’s composed of 
a unique Complex Phenylethylamine Provisional (for powerful appetite 
control, mood elevation, and sustained energy) combined with an Aggrecontrol, mood elevation, and sustained energy) combined with an Aggressive 
Thermogenic Compound (for fat burning and stamina). This two-prongedThermogenic Compound (for fat burning and stamina). This two-pronged 
attack on fat is apparently what makes the compound so effective... andattack on fat is apparently what makes the compound so effective... and so 
popular. And it doesn’t just help provide very substantial weight loss... it 
also adds a mood and energy boost. BiphedAdrene is available at GNC,
direct from the manufacturer at Biphed.com or call 1-800-353-6560
Use promo code BIPHED146 and get free shipping.† However, we emph However, we emphasize 
that this high-energy product is not for everyone because it is extremelythat this high-energy product is not for everyone because it is extremely 
potent and contains powerful xanthine (stimulant) compounds. Neverthepotent and contains powerful xanthine (stimulant) compounds. Nevertheless, 
ifif “ordinary” diet pills aren’t doing the job, BiphedAdrene could most certainly “ordinary” diet pills aren’t doing the job, BiphedAdrene could most cerif “ordinary” diet pills aren’t doing the job, BiphedAdrene could most certainly 
be your best bet!ebe your best bet!your best bet!
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Finally! Back in Stock
FREE

SHIPPING!

W
ITH PROMO 

CODE

All weight-management products should be used with a sensible diet and exercise program.  Vysera-CLS should be used in conjunction with the super-simple “Total Body Shaping” Plan on the insert inside each box.

Individual results will vary.  †Free standard shipping in the continental U.S.A. only.  All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.  ©2016 All Rights Reserved.  BR16052-1

The Super-Powerful “diet pill” !
They’re fl ying off the shelf... 

The Super-Powerful  Super-Powerful  Super-Powerful  Super-Powerful “diet pill” !

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. These products are not intendedThese statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

Ever wonder how some people 
manage to get so thin... so fast? It manage to get so thin... so fast? It 

could be “Combo-Pilling”... the über-trendy, could be “Combo-Pilling”... the über-trendy, 
“underground”“underground” practice of combining two practice“underground” practice of combining two of“underground” practice of combining two combining“underground” practice of combining two two“underground” practice of combining two 
or more  diet pills to create “supercharged” 
weight loss. Our favorite diet pill combination 
is Zantrex®-3 ( the high-energy fat burner) and 

Relacore®® Extra Extra ( the calming, feel good, “belly fat” pill ). ( the calming, feel good, “belly fat” pill ).
One pill picks you up, the other pill calms you down... both of them are incredible...calmsOne pill picks you up, the other pill calms you down... both of them are incredible...you down... both of them are incredible...
but together, oh my goodness! Available at Walmart, Walgreens, CVS,  and Rite Aid,ablebut together, oh my goodness! Available at Walmart, Walgreens, CVS,  and Rite Aid,at Walmart, Walgreens, CVS, and Rite Aid,
or you can order both at TryComboPilling.com or call or you can order both at TryComboPilling.com or call illing.comor you can order both at TryComboPilling.com or call or call 1-800-490-6746 (use promo 
codecode COMBOPILL83COMBOPILL83 and get free shipping!andCOMBOPILL83 and get free shipping!getCOMBOPILL83 and get free shipping!freeCOMBOPILL83 and get free shipping!shipping!COMBOPILL83 and get free shipping!†).).
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BY THE 
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ABOUT YOUR FAVORITE

CELEBRITIES

JESSICA

 CHASTAIN

Times she took her 
grandmother as her date to 

the Oscars — in 2012 and 2013.

1

2

Legs her 
rescue dog, rescue dog, 
Chaplin, has.Chaplin, has.

3

In pounds, approximate weight of 
the motocross bike that fell on her the motocross bike that fell on her 
during Jessica’s inaugural during Jessica’s inaugural 
ride, resulting in torn knee ride, resulting in torn knee 
ligaments. “The bike fell ligaments. “The bike fell 
on me... and my knee on me... and my knee 
snapped... So the wheels snapped... So the wheels 
kept going, and I’m kept going, and I’m 
pinned underneath it… I pinned underneath it… I 
just went, ‘Help! Help!’”just went, ‘Help! Help!’”

220

Food 
trucks trucks 
she owns: she owns: 
Jessica Jessica 
purchased purchased 
the wheels the wheels 
for her for her 
mom, a mom, a 
chef who chef who 
started started 
the mobile the mobile 
vegan vegan 
restaurant restaurant 
Seed on Seed on 
the Go. the Go. 

$12,000,000
Jessica’s net worth

Year Jessica — a high school 
dropout — graduated from dropout — graduated from 

Juilliard with a degree in Juilliard with a degree in 
drama. She received the drama. She received the 

Robin Williams Scholarship, Robin Williams Scholarship, 
which the famed alum which the famed alum 

funded to cover tuition for funded to cover tuition for 
one student (to the tune of one student (to the tune of 
nearly $40,000) each year.nearly $40,000) each year.

2003

Strings on the Strings on the 
ukulele, which she ukulele, which she 

started playing started playing 
since she couldn’t since she couldn’t 
travel easily with travel easily with 
a guitar. She says a guitar. She says 
her favorite song her favorite song 

to play on it is to play on it is 
The Flaming Lips’ The Flaming Lips’ 
“Yoshimi Battles “Yoshimi Battles 

the Pink Robots.” the Pink Robots.” 

4
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Cups of espresso she Cups of espresso she 
chugged before filming chugged before filming 
a scene for Crimson a scene for Crimson 

Peak: “I just wanted to Peak: “I just wanted to 
be so wired. I knew it be so wired. I knew it 
would give me the would give me the 
right look. So just right look. So just 
before we shot before we shot 
that scene, that scene, 
I downed all I downed all 
six espressos, six espressos, 
one right one right 
after the other.”after the other.”

6



How to cut your cell phone bill in half.
††

The Bring Your Own Phone Activation Kit makes it easy to 

switch almost any phone to a more affordable plan. Use it to 

keep the same network and number you currently have, and 

then buy our Unlimited plan for just $45 a month. No 

activation fees or credit checks. Start saving today. Learn  

more at StraightTalkBYOP.com

2. Use our BYOP® SIM Activation Kit. 
Keep your 4G LTE† network and number.

3. Sew extra big pocket on pants.

1. Grab your phone.

††”Cut Your Cell Phone Bill in Half” is based on a comparison of the average cost of the $45 Straight Talk Service Plan plus average sales tax and fees when purchased in Walmart and the average total 
monthly cost reported by top two carriers’ postpaid customers on a 2-year service contract individual plan with unlimited talk, text and comparable high speed data. Plan costs include all taxes, fees and 
overage charges. Source: Nationwide survey conducted February 2016. †To get 4G LTE speed, you must have a 4G LTE capable device and 4G LTE SIM. Actual availability, coverage and speed may vary. LTE 
is a trademark of ETSI. *At 2G speeds, the functionality of some data applications, such as streaming audio or video, may be affected. Straight Talk’s Bring Your Own Phone plan requires a compatible, 
unlocked phone, activation kit and Straight Talk service plan. User may need to change the phone’s Access Point Name settings. Please note: If you switch to Straight Talk, you may be subject to fees from 
your current provider. A month equals 30 days. Please refer always to the latest Terms and Conditions of Service at StraightTalk.com. 

UNLIMITED
TALK, TEXT AND DATA
5GB UP TO 4G LTE

†
 THEN 2G*

$

45
NO CONTRACT

/mo

BRING YOUR OWN

PHONE
ACTIVATION KIT

BRING YOUR OWN

PHONE
ACTIVATION KIT



* PAT E N T  P E N D I N G *

LingerieSolutions.com


